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Hie next day John seeth Jesus
coming unto him, and saith. Be
hold the Lamb of Ood. which
take tli away the sin of the
world.'—John 1: 29.

Trawler Launched
The 92-fcot beam trawler Har-•
rie'. N. Eldridge, built for William 1
D. Eldridge, of New Bedford, was'
launched Saturday at 11.15 a m.,i
from the yard of the Morse Boat-'
building Corp.
The trawler, 19-foot beam and
9'~ foot draught was christened
with champagne by Mrs. Don
aid Eldridge, wife of the owner, and
was named in honor of Mr. El
dridge's mother, and will remain
at the dock several weeks to be
equipped with a 180 h. p Cooper-,
Bessemer Diesel engine
Others in the launching party
were Mr and Mrs. J. D. McCullogh
of New Bedford, Mass., and Capt.
John G. Murley and Mrs. William
Humphrey of Fairhaven. Mass.

JONES FUNERAL TODAY
Funeral services for Janies T
Jones. 74. who died Saturday night,
will be held at #2 Warren street thus
afternoon at 2 o'clock
Rockland
Lodge of Elks will attend in a
body.

FLNNLSH SUPPER A SUCCESS
The supper held at the West Rock
port Orange hall Saturday was a
decided success
Many persons
availed themselves of the opportun
ity of both enjoying themselves and
aiding Finland. The meal left
nothing to be desired, the only re
gret of the sponsors being that
they were not able to supply Finn
ish coffee bread to all who wished io
take home a loaf If occasion arises
again this will be remedied. And
the turkey ticket No 227. well, the
gentleman will either have a public
turkey shoot two years hence or en-

The best proof that the sages of the American republic
havo been right for a centv.ry and a half in opposing a third
term for the Presidency is offered by the plight of the Demo
cratic party today. Here is a political organization that by
its name and through the utterances of its leaders, professes
to be a spokesman for the people. Yet the news is day by day
making it clearer that it has ceased to be remotely democratic
in fact and has became instead a one-man party, obedient ln
its major decisions to tlie whims of its President in the White
House.
One after another Its leaders, would-be-candidates and,
others, have stood up and publicly pleaded with the President
to declare himself as to a third term Mr. Roosevelt has re
fused to answer. He has been told that by his delay he ls
making the Democratic nomination worthless for any one else.
And he laughs off his challengers.
The oroblems of the Republican party are obvious and
many. But at least it is a party composed of voters who will
presently choose their delegates to assemble in national con
vention and pick a candidate and write a platform. It may
face a confusion of candidates and have a number of compli
cated issues to debate and decide. But it is unmistakably de
bating and deciding them in democratic fashion. No one man.
no group of men. could conceivably exert a controlling Influence
upon those decisions.
The contrast holds the central argument against a third
term. By putting its faith too long in one man and one mind,
a party gradually becomes subservient to that leadership and
ceases to function in democratic fashion. What happens to
a party can happen to a nation. The very fact that a considersble fraction cf the electorate has already forgotten the antithird term tradition and stands ready to vote to re-elect Mr
Roosevelt is the perfect example of the corroding influence
of cne-man worship upon popular rule.
Washington and Jefferson were everlastingly right. So
were all thelr great successors ln the upbuilding of the tra
dition against a third term The risk to the republic that they
foresaw is bearing Its evil fruit under our very eyes. By hls
dictatorial manner of governing and hls disregard of American
tradition he has weakened the attachment of many voters to
the essentials of popular rule
We do not believe that the rank and file of thc Democratic
party relish seeing the fate of their qrganization carried
around under one man's hat. We are confident that If the
third-term tradition is challenged in November the country will
hold fast to Its historic principles. But the fate of the Demo
cratic party gives full warning of the threat that lies ahead.
It is not only the overbearing leader who loses his sense of
proportion, forgets the lessons of history and turn his back
on the wisdom of his ancestors. Overbome and complacent
voters can equally lose their sense of direction.
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CENTRAL MAINE POWER COMPANY
SALES ROOMS and
DIVISION OFFICES

There is evidence that plants
breathe carbon dioxide out of the
atmosphere and thus create the
plant foods without which life on
earth could not go on.
The late Rev. J. H. Parshley once
told Editor W. O. Fuller he often
while preaching a sermon on the
platform, would have ln hts mind
the working out of another sermon,
suggested to him as he preached,
and the second sermon would be
preached the next Sabbath. A bril
liant pastor, whose career on earth
was all too brief for the important
mission which Jt held.

In 1877 the hardware concern of
H. H Crie At Co. was located at
205 Main street. The location is
perpetuated In the company's pres
ent telephone call, which is 235.

How Main street looked last Saturday morning with Masonic Temple the “cynosure of aU eyes.”
—Enlargement of photo made by Don Fogg.
headed by Chief Engineer Allen F.
Payson. Splendid men those and
splendid men those who came with
them so speedily to fight a con
flagration in the heart of the busi
ness district.
"I simply told them where their
apparatus should be placed." Chief
Russell told The Courier-Gazette
yesterday, and it was done instantly
and without a question. Thomaston
brought along its Buffalo 750-gallon
centrifugal, and Camden its 8C0galloti Seagrave centrifugal. The
visiting companies handled four of
the 13 streams.
Contrary to the general impres
sion Chief RusspII did not use all of
the Rockland apparatus, the Dodge
being kept in reserve with 4550 feet
of hose and a 35-pound reserve water
pressure was left on the mains.
The Rockland Department placed
its cash on the big Mack and the
4030 feet of hose which were placed
at the disposal of the local and
Camden departments. Thomaston
brought along its own hose.
Up to yesterday morning 1,500,000
gallons of Mirror Lake water had
been poured onto the fire, the largest
quantity used in a local conflagration
so far as Chief Russell knows. The
head of the Rockland department ls
loud in its praise of the service fur
nished by the Camden <Si Rockland
Water Company, and of the ener
getic work done by Supt. A. F. Mc
Alary who was everywhere present
when hls services could be of avail.
A water pressure of 95 pounds was
provided.
One hundred firemen fought thc

Open for Business
As Usual

TOMORROW
Wednesday, February 28

THORNDIKE HOTEL BLOCK
385 Main St., Corner Tillson Ave.

All business may be transacted at this office

SUPERMARKET
462 MAIN ST.

Belfast Journal: “John T. Shea
of Cambridge. Mass, writes Belfast
friends that his brother, Thomas E.
Shea, for many years a loyal citi
zen of this city with a delightful
home on North Shore, ls now a pa
tient in a local hospital in Cam
bridge He is now near his brother
John and his two nieces. Misses
Mary and Joan Shea, who see him
daily," If the writer remembers
correctly John Shea was a member
of tiie Shea theatrical troupe which
mint to Rorkland and Camden
regularly for a number of years.

capable of reaching a height of 100
feet.
The fire was unusual in two other
respects. The solitary mishap oc
curred when tlie gate in the Camden
deluge set burst. Not a fireman was
injured if you except Chief Russell,
himself, who found it necessary to
tape four fingers on hls right hand
which had become bruised in some
manner unknown to him. "Ouess
In reply to my good friend W. R.
I must have stepped on them,'' he Walter of North Waldoboro I will
remarked smilingly.
say that his recollection of the
Chief Russell was on the scene political excursion incident is cor
shortly alter the fire broke out. and rect. The person whom his In
undertook to make his way into the quiry concerns is still living, a resi
upper part of the building, by the dent of Rockland.
way of the street entrance.
"The smoke and heat was terrific.'
The green trimmings on our fed
he said. "The air was filled with eral building occasion some com
the sound of explosions, and the ment now and then. A corre
building seemed to be wavering."
spondent wonders how many per
Asked for an opinion as to the sons think that color should have
cause ol the fire and where it start been chosen. Not a very serious
ed, Chief Russell admitted that he matter; rather one of aesthetics.
was unable to say. "The street floor
and second floor were afire," he said,
During the trial of the airplane
“and the flames had just gone carrier
Wasp
the
unpleasant
through into the basement.”
thought occurred to many of us
His talk evoked the incidental what would happen if bombing
comment that in all future construc planes should attack the craft.
tion there should be an adequate Tills ship, between 700 and 800 feet
sprinkler system.
| in length and more than 100 feet ln
Tenants of the Masonic Temple width piesents a shining mark for
were delighted with Sunday’s sal the airman. Some years ago I used
vage operations, which restored to to discuss airplane bombings with
them thelr flies and records. Some naval officials who came here for
of the wooden desks did not become the trials. They were frankly
heated to the flame point, ln spite of skeptical whether much damage
the lnfemo which existed for hours.
could be inflicted in that manner
A freak Instance was noted ln the
but admitted that if the bombs hit
case of personal effects belonging to
certain vital spots it would be dis
Mrs. Beulah Ames of the Central
astrous.
England's recent ex
Maine staff These were saved even
periences show the great danger
to an envelope containing money.
of an attack from the air.
The envelope was scorched a bit, but
the contents were undamaged.
The low tides of Saturday and
Desirous that everybody should
Sunday exposed the bar which
have the credit due them Chief Rus
runs between Ash Point and Ash
sell wants to express the Depart
Island. Saturday Otis Lewis, the
ment’s thanks to the Mid-Town
genial proprietor of Trails End felt
Cafe, Paramount Restaurant, the
ln a pedestrianlc mood and walked
American Legion, Salvation Army,
across dry shod.
M. B. & C. O. Perry and the A. & P
—o—
Store for refreshments served. Two
American women spend $25,000,men who worked diligently to supply
000 yearly for bathing suite. Mer
the firemen with coffee, doughnuts,
chants estimate one-half of the
etc., were Patrolman Carl A. Chrlstofferson and John A. Post. The suits sold are never used to swim
couple sported neither whiskers nor in, but are used for sun-bathing.
All of which Is a reminder of the
(Continued on Page Five)
well known couplet w-hich is very
familiar to older readers.

YOUR FAVORITE POEM

Chief Van E. Russell

TELEPHONES THE SAME-529 and 530

“The Black Cat”

The colleges and Universities
have
apparently
lost
nothing
through depressed business con
ditions. Attendance during the last
decade has gained 22 percent After
graduation, what?

ROOSEVELT BAND WAGON

The American Institute of Public Opinion finds that
President Franklin iD Roosevelt is away out in front as the
Democratic choice, providing he agrees to take a third term,
while Gamer has dropped off slightly. If Roosevelt con
cludes not to break precedent then it is Oarner who has a comfcrtable lead, with Hull the runner-up, and Handsome McNutt
well in the background. It is quite possible that F. D. R has
scruples against running again, but these are quite likely to
be cast aside in view of the Roosevelt “build up" which is nowin progress. The band wagon is on Its way and there ls a
great hip, hip. hurrah on the part of those who have personal
nr enthusiastic reasons for wanting to get aboard of it. And
we venture to say there are thousands of Democrats through
out the country who disapproves of the third term and who do
not believe that the country has shrunk to the point where only
one man is capable of running it.

-Number 25.

Rv Tlie Roving Reporter

When The Courier-Oazette went been taken down. The W H Olover
to press this forenoon fire was sUU Co * tQ dismanlle lhat chimnev
j smoldering in the ruins of Masonic >nd
Qne Qn
j Temple building 75 hours after the Qf the building
I discovery that the structure was • Access to the brick vault which
afire—last Saturday morning. A ]
contained Masonic belongings was
line of hose has been left constantly negotiated yesterday bv George
attached to the hydrant in front
whQ removed th<?
of thts office.
j entered jn that fashion. The origInsurance adjusters arrived in the mal chftrter& Qf (he vari<jug Masonk
city this moming and the losses will
and
Qf (he oJd recQrds
be settled at the earliest possible were saved.
moment. Pending that settlement
. » . ... Permission to hold meetings in
DISAPPOINTED IN US
no decision can be reached by the ,he
Masonic ha„
Masonic fraternity as to Its plans ;ng sought {rQm (hp Qrand
The Russians have made some advances since the Satur
for the future. The various bodies
day issue of this paper, but at the terrific cost which the
Odd Fellows hall was also placed at
needs must have a home, and th*,
Soviet Republic seems well able to pay. The Finn ranks have
MOODY
talk yesterday centered mainly I the disposal of the Rockland Ma
lost ground but apparently their courage is still inalterable.
sons on nights when not in use.
MATERNITY HOME
around the proposition of removing j
Their greatest disappointment arises from the seemingly weak• • • •
I Licensed*
the present walls cown to the height
kneed policy of the United States government in the manner
The
Fire
From
the Firemen's Side
High Street, Camden
of the second story'- This would
of Finland s request for a loan. It Ls easy to understand Uncle
Rate $3.00 per day
The
obstinacy
of
a big fire is shown
i*ivt the Masons a ball on thc
Sam's'"keep out of war" policy, and nobody will question the
DIAL CAMDEN 582
by the fact that after 13 streams of
second
floor
emply
sufficient
for
wisdom
of
that
aim,
but
if
there
was
ever
a
country
toward
25* lt
thelr requirements and would also water had been poured irtlo the Ma
which the United States has cause to be friendly it is Finland,
provide commodious quarters for a sonic TempIe ruins aI1 da>' long, fire
and there ought to be brains enough ln Washington to flnd the
ground floor tenant-possibly the re- broke out aKaln Saturday night, at
Yay out. There is a consoling quality in sympathy, but in this
emergency the saving grace manifests itself in guns.
turn of the Central Maine Power 3 o'clock Sunday morning, and
again during the forenoon. The fire
Company.
The trustees of the Masonic 1^e early moming converted the
ruins into a raging furnace—someTemple Association held a meeting
TIIE ROCKLAND FIRE
tiling which would try the credulity
in Judge E. C. Payson's office yes
in the destruction of Masonic Temple Rcckland loses its
of everybody who witnessed the work
terday afternoon and it was agreed
finest structure and a great fraternity temporarily becomes
of the fire departments Saturday
that no definite decision could be and Sunday.
homeless. It is a bad blow, but other communities have had
arrived at until the Insurance Is! Considerably refreshed by a few
them, and lived to tell the tale. Rockland will do the same.
adjusted.
1 bourg- 6ieep, a(ter being on the Job
Meantime the
ginger bread , jg cbnSecuttve hours, Chief Engineer
F. L. CLARK
joy a turkey dinner scon, or I miss was taken ln and has been handed
Phone 431-W
my guess. We all want to thank to the right committee to be sent work on the top of the Main street yan p- Russen took the first availLlmerock SL, Rockland
everyone who helped make this af- for relief qf Finland. Again, we wall will be torn down in the in- abje moment to express his admiraterest of public safety, together with tion and gratification over the splen
lair a success, as the sum of 8137.50 thank everyone.
Martha O'Jala
24-J6&27
the two remaining chlmneys-one i did co-operation shown by the deof which menaces Havener block to partment from Thomaston, headed
the extent that the A. & P. store by Chief Engineer Edwin Anderson;
will not be reopened until it has J and the department from Camden

IN

THREE CENTS A COPY

flames in an orderly, efficient and
systematic manner. Tliey were aid
ed, as was told in this paper's Satur
day story, by all of the employes of
the Camden <k Rockland Water
Company, and a large delegation
from Winslow-Holbrook Post, A. L.
“Pretty handy those boys are," said
Chief Russell, and so they are ln
every emergency.
Chief Russell had much to say
about thc efficiency of the Mack
deluge set which uses the entire
water output in a single stream,
throwing 1200 gallons a minute and

If I had my life to live again 1
would have made a rule to read some
poetry and llaten to some music at
least once a week The loss of these
tastes Is a loss of happiness- Charles
Darwin
A MORNING PRAYER

Let me today do something that shall
take
A little sadness from the world's vast
store.
And may I be so favored as to make
Of Joy a too scanty sum a little more
Let me not hurt, by any selfish deed
Or thoughtless word, the heart of foe
or friend:
Nor would I pass, unseeing, worthy
need.
Or sin by silence where I should de
fend

One year ago: Two Dondis boys
were made happy with the award
ing of the class parts. Harold
won the valedictory and Joseph
the salutatory —The Golden Eaglet
was presented to Athleen Tibbetts
of the Oirl Scouts.—Alton C.
Thompson, officer in charge of the
Burnt Island Coast Guard Station
was drowned in Casco Bay.—J.
Maurice Studley, 54, died at his
home on Union street.—Miss Helen
Perry was a winner in the movie
quiz contest.—Miss Virginia Snow,
teacher in the Tyler School, was

However meager be my worldly wealth. off duty with a broken ankle.__
Let me give something that shall aid
my kind.
Fred L. Linekin became affiliated
A word of courage, or a thought of
witli the Waldoboro Garage Oo._
health.
Dropped as I pass for troubled hearts Oscar DeUielm was found dead in

to flnd.

—Author unknown

hls room on Orace

street,

Every-Other-Day
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Brewster. While in that town she
ATLANTIC
made lier home witli Mrs. H. S. Up- 1 A surprise party was given recentj ly for Mrs. Viola Stockbridge, reMrs. Carrie Cummings ls improv ton.
SCIENCE GOES TO SEA
THREE-TIMES-A-WEEK
March 18. 1899 she was married tired postmaster. Mrs. Stockbridge
ing after recent illness.
The entire force is very proud of
Mr. and Mrs. Ivan Sherman and to Malcolm W Upton in Camden, was the recipient of a lovely flower•••
Our daily duties are a pail of ••• tlie showing made by the office
i daughters returned Sunday to Houl They came to Appleton a week later ins plant and a bcok as tokens of
our religious life Just as much
ton. after spending a weeks vaca and had resided here for the past appreciation of thc many years she
•— as our devotions are —Beecher
••• bowling team in trimming the teams
41 years. Mrs. Upton was a mem- , served the public so faithfully and
*
tion at the home of hls parents
from thc Portland and South Port
ber of Ooldenrod Rebekah Lodge. 'veM- Tea, with other refreshments
Mr. and Mrs Albert Sherman.
RUTH WARD
land Post Officers.
and on its degree staff for a number , "'ere furnished by thc guests. Those
Mrs. Helen Gushee called recent of years
• • • •
present were Mrs. Mary Joyce. Mrs.
ly on Mrs. Lizzie McCorrison and
Besides her husband, she is sur-1 Cora Smith, Mrs. Essie Joyce. Mrs.
Ed Sansom has returned to his
j Mrs. Annie Ripley. Mrs. McCorrlIndividual “veraees ud to the be- |
Marguerite Stockbridge. Miss Lucille
' son, who will celebrate her 90th vlved by two brothers. Dan J. Stew Stockbridge, Mrs. Myrtie Colbcth,
Alton Blackington’s Coming home on John street after a two- ginning of thc second half arc:
art, and Murray Stewart, both of
weeks sojourn at Knox Hospital. His ' Orover..... ..........................
134.4 i
I birthday March 18. finds a great
Mrs. Sylvia Stockbridge. Mrs. Lillian
Lecture Will Contain Sur
associates all hope to sec him back Chatto ...................................... 101 2
I deal cf enjoyment in reading. She | Machiasport. and several nieces and Joyce. Mrs. Marne Joyce, Mrs. Gladys
prises and Spectacular
nephews.
Mitchell ............................ ...... 131.
I has also completed four large jig- •
Joyce. Mrs. Bessie Dunham, Mrs.
at his duties very soon.
Funeral services were held at the
• • • •
MoKinney ......
1C9J
Features
Etta Joyce and Mrs. Hazel Staples.
saw puzzles since Christmas. She
....... v.
u
____ homc Monday, with burial in Cam....................t......... MM I
When Spring Fever hits the Post' T Perry
thinks this has been a wonderful,
Penitentes of New Mexko
Economy Clothes Shop will open
wjnter
! den. She was a woman of beau99.4 '
Office it takes a form quite unfa- i Brewer...........................
scon
in a new location.
All
1
tiful
character,
and
will
be
greatly
Ready for Annual Crucifixion
99.2 '
miliar to the general public, but Topping.......... ......................
Miss Adna Pitman is slightly ini'
spring merchandise ordered not yet
missed by her many friends.
Unbelievable practices of Lenten this is tlie season of the year when Aiott ......................................... 99
proved in health.
received Watch this paper for loca
98.4
Season In Southwestern wilderness the clerks and substitutes of the RacklifT ...............
Mrs. Oertrude Waterman of Cam
Subscribe to The Courier-Gazette. tion of new store.
24-26
Arico
..........
den has returned home after spend
to be described by Alton Hall j mailing division are cramming for
■.
■"FBfgg
their annual case examinations, and Cargill .........
ing several days in caring for Mrs.
Blackington in his famous lecture
have that far-away look in their | Hobbs .........
Jennie Waterman.
—' Turquoise Traits to New Mexico.'' eyes. An interesting note is that Norton
Dr . B . H Keller of Thomaston and
Stewart
One of the weirdest talcs ever lheir 1939 average rank in this ex
grandson
Norman Hammond of
told, will be illustrated on the, amination was 99.54'; and the boys Barnard
Designed by Mr. J. E. Williamson, noted marine explorer, the William South Portland were callers SaturL.
Cole
screen of the Community Building expect to better that this year.
son Photosphere, stationed at Naeaau, the Bahamas, is equipped with a ■ day at Miss Fanny Gushee s.
Soule...........
huge flexible tube which lowers the large photosphere down through the
March 19 when Alton Hall Black- i
• • • «
• • • •
J MeLoon
great wall of the flat-bottomed craft for observation of undersea life, seen
ington presents his spectacular
Mrs. Laura E. Upton
Tliis office is co-operating with Roes ............
through tho five-foot window. A special camera takes motion pictures of
travel-talk on the great Southwest. Mrs. Coinins and the pupils of the
Laura E . wife of Malcolm W. Up- 1
the varied types of flah and undtreta vegetation. Close by the photosphere
Benner......
It concerns the annual Lenten Fifth Grade at the McLain Build
■
ton
who died at her homc here ]
iaowo of the giant Pan American Airways flying clippers which thia winter
Oarr _.........
practice of self-torture by the ing. in celebrating the 133rd anni
' after an illness of several years. I
are
operating
on
a
daily
schedule
between
Miami
and
Nassau.
Legage ---35.000 secret members of the order versary of (Longfellow s birth on Feb.
was born ln Machiasport. daughter ’
McPhee
of Los Hermanos Penitentes ithe 37th. by showing an exhibit of the
! of Mr. and Mrs. J. S. Stewart. She
Brackett
Penitent Brothers! and thc actual Longfellow commemorative stamps
spent her girlhood in Machiasport. j
Harding
crucifixion of a man upon a wooden there.
and later went to Camden, where |
Danielson
cross that he will carry on his back
A quintet of caiidlepm artists from
The Rockland Post Office bowling she had elnpi0>lnent (or a number
Scarlott.......
to the top of a barren hill—that the Old Settlers, the vast stretches Beaulieu ...
94 4 Thomaston took it on the chin at team added two more scalps to its Qf years al the factory of J. H.
will be his Calvary. Without church of the Mojave Desert and Death G. Sleeper
94 4 thc Star Alleys last night. The list of victories by defeating thc ________________
sanction, this horrible cult still Valiev are positively breath taking Chaples
93 e, Rockland team was going great South Portland and Portland Post
performs its grim ritual of self tor in their realism. His beautiful Williams
93.6 Suns, with McKinney chalking up Office teams Saturday al Ralph
93.5 a 138 and Rackliff having a five Pearson s Streamline Alleys in Port ture, culminating ln the actual ; color pictures of the Grand Canyon. C McIntosh
crucifixion.
93.4 string total of 590 The score:
land.
Mason
1 Bryce and Zion and his never-toBowling the South Portland outfit
Very little is known about the be-forgotten views ci the C.uiyou D Perry.....
Thomaston
93.1 |
■Penitentes. They have kept their de Chellv at Chin Lee Arizona, Gatcombe
Strout
103 92 83 98 99—474 1
bloody secrets well. All recent at have been acclaimed, by manv who Feyler ........
87 89 96 90 91—453
BUot
"acquainted"
tempts to secure information and know the country well. to bc the Sukeforth
122 97 101 85 83—488
Robbins
C Sleeper
photographs of their Easter cele best ever produced.
102
109
106
—
536
Davis
105
104
brations have ended in failure. A
I Young
110 109 110 97 88-514
Motoring from Boston to Sante Shepard
91 1
land s 453 and won thc third 491 to
few years ago. a magazine writer Fe and using several autos of Berliaiwsky
■
by the name of Carl N Taylor special design (for desert travel) Daniello
536 489 499 474 467-2455
pins. Gerald McPhee claimed the
went to New Mexico to write a Mr Blackington and his party Ryder
Rockland
book about the Penitentes. Natur traveled more than 10,000 miles to F Black ... —
' Roes
98 116 90 93 100—407
914 Hobbs
ally. he didn’t tell them what he get the 1.000 negatives he wanted Armata ___
101 ICO 134 135 104—534
Clark
912
was doing. He learned some of in the land of sun. silence and
McKenney 94 134 101 114 83—526 total.
91
In tiie evening match, the Rock
their secrets, attended a few of adobe. After he had personally Lawrence Miller
I Carr
99 107 84 79 100—468
99 8
Dudley
............
their meetings and actually se ' developed all of his films by hand.
Rackliff
138 101 116 91 124—560 land team went over 500 each string
998
to roll a total of 1519 to Portland's
cured some photographs and mov ' he chose 300 of the very best ones J Flanagan .....
99 3
ing pictures of the crucifixion and took them to the studios of Rogers ............
520 558 495 502 511-2586 1383. giving Rockland the match
99.6
The Penitentes found him out and Margaret Petry in New York and Merritt.............
by 136 pins. Dard Rackliff. rolling
90.5
he was murdered by one of the Augusta Hevder in Newark. N. J. Young ,..... . ......
high single of 118 and high total
904
French..........
of 336. was the top mail.
young members. Modesto Trujillo, I These
internationally
famous Cummings .......
90 2
Rorkland
who was tried before Judge Fred ■ artists worked eight months on
90
C. Brown
Camden 40. Damariscotta 31
E. Wilson and found guilty of sec Mr. Blackington s slides of NewT.
Perry
106 101 85—292
90
J Karl
The Damariscotta Easterns were McPhee
ond degree murder In New Mexi Mexico. It was onc of the few as
96 121 111—328
89 6 in fine fettle at Camden Saturday chatto
R Marshall
co the penalty for second degree signments ever handled by the per H Cole
90 108 103—310
89 6
night when thc first half showed DUdlev .................. 82 95 91—268
murder ls from 99 to ICO years in sonal colorists of such distinguished H Black
894
them to bc leading Camden Y.M Rackliff ............... 101 94 101—296
prison!
894
lecturers as Burton Holmes and Post....... . ...... ...
C. A. by four points. From then on
In spite of all that the Catholic Branson de Cou
89.3 I
Thc cost of O. Brown .........
YEA, THAT’S WOE MY
NATION-WIDE
1 LB CAN
church, thc State and the Govem- coloring the New Mexico slides was Greeley ..... .....
484 519 491-1494
89 2 I home team filled the basket witlsurprising regularity. Fairbrother
ment has done to stamp out this in excess of SI.000
South Portland
BAKING
POWDER
f7c
Walker . ............
MOM SENDS ME,TOO!"
leading thc fray. The score:
weird and terrible cult. It still
Aniergian ........ ... 117 98
88;
McCarty -----Camden Y.M.C.A.
flourishes among the cloud hidden
Shaw .................... 99 92 96—287
NATION-WIDE
A C. MeLoon
83.1
“GUESS WE'VE GOT MIGHTY
CUSHING
2 oz
G
F Pts. J. McGonigle
peaks of the mighty Sangre % de
70 n 84—235
Murphy
£79
VANILLA
BOT
g»
Rlcliards.
lf
2
0
4
P
O'Brion
........
Christo range, and it was in one
....
114
97
SMART
MOTHERS,
HUH?
”
Herbert Morse is cutting wood for Oay ................
3
0
87 j Talbot. 11
of these remote mountain Indian L B Ulmer, who is in ill health. Mr Baum...............
E McGor.igle
..... 98 85 86—269
NORMAN R
g7 5 Bartlett, rf
1
villages that Mr Blackington ob Morse celebrated his 93d birthday Jackson ..... ....
0
5 LB
FLOUR .
BAG
87 4 Fairbrother c
5
0
10
tained first-hand information and yesterday. His sister. Mrs. Mary Moran ...... .....
498 453 474-1425
1
0
pictures concerning the lijtle known Morse, has almost reached her 91st Daniels ..._.......
87.4 Berry, c
2
Rockland
67 4 Gorham, lg
4
1
religious sect that has flourished milestone, her birthday being March Crockett ..........
9
1 LB ECONOMY
WHITE HOUSE COFFEE
T Perry
93 96 94—283
PKG
0
for 300 years right here in nur own 17. She has been known for years Jameson .........
1
87.’. TOSS rg ........
McPhee
111 97 83—291
86 7 Bagley, rg
country.
for her integrity and alertness. Mrs. Oregory .........
1
OLD 01 NEW
' Chatto
C8 112 98-3C8
PKG 23c
CREAM of WHEAT
867'
•
The story of the Penitentes is Morse can cook a good meal and gets Willis
STYLE
103 90 108—301
only an incident in Blackington's about very spryly.
19
85.7 !
Gross ...............
40 Dudley
Rackliff
104 114 118—336
llamariseotta
superbly illustrated lecture or Ner.'
857
Miss Orpha Killeran. R. N. if Smith .............
IVORY SALT RUNNING
•
PKGS
85.3 j
Pts. |
Mexico
His remarkable pictures Lewiston spent the weekend with Green
........
O
F
509 509 501-1519
of the Hopi and Navajo Indians, her father, H L. Killeran.
Duff
84 8 Erskine, lt ........... 1
2
4
STUFFED OLIVES
. .
JAR
South Portland
Mills
840 Baker, if ........ .
0
0
0
Powers
®l
77 96 87-260
80 5 C. Weeks, rf
.... 3
0
■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■a Flagg ...............
CHERRIES MARASCHINO
•
■
■ Hutchinson
83.9 i J. Pallet. rf
95 107 102—304
0
4 Blodgett
O'Neill
.......
83.2 IW Fuller, c
Mank ...............
...... . 77 87 86—350
5
0
10
Hary ................
83.2 Pitts c
83 86 93 -362
0
0
0 Mitchell
Moslev
........ 110 96 101—307
R. Oardner
9
83 1 Simmons, lg
Leetnan ........
9
82 9 Cowan, lg
0
0
82 4 P Weeks, rg
COLUMBIA
E. Perry .........
442 472 469-1363
1
Thomas...........
824 Lewis, ig
0
EGG NOODLE SOUP a«Gs|7<
82
B Gardner
for
FRIENDSHIP
80
9;
Christofferson
14
40 FATHOM
808
Hallowell
Mrs. Waldo MacFarland of South
83.6 1 Referee. Payson Time, four 10 s. Bristol is visiting her mother. Mrs.
for
c
FISH CAKES
Peterson .........
CANS
80 I 1
Jonah D. Morse, and her sister, Mrs.
W. Karl
Armour's 1O1
NATION-WIDE—OVEN-BAKED
Wardwcll MacFarland.
80 3 Flagg ...... . ........
Small .............
.... 90 85
ALL
80.
!
Mrs
Elizabeth
Greenlaw
and
Mrs.
Seavey ........... .
CANS 2 5C
BEANS KINDS
■
C. Brown
91 79 78—248
77.0
|
Nellie York of North Haven, and
Lam Miller
Thomas ............ ..... 78 77 94—249
SEIDNER'S
Mrs Lizzie Miller were Rmong the
75.8 Ryder ........
H Smith .........
*K0 one F.OU Spry CA.
86 85
•:Si
8 OZ
recent guests of Mrs. Gertrude
•1
Jackson ............ ..... 85 86
SANDWICH
SPREAD
JAR
Oliver
Eddie Barnard still holds the
A prayer meeting was held Thursi
league records for high single and
AUNT JEMIMA
Uad »•
430 412 412-1254
day night at the homc of Mrs. Allie
A«n man $
high total, with 143 and 364.
«
a*mn nut
3 LB
1 LB
PANCAKE
FLOUR
.
PKGS
• • • •
Russell.
|9i AM6AU, Ut
- CAN
CAN
Strange as it may seem, Califor
The Methodist Ladies' Aid. met
Friday night’s matches in thc Na
SNIDER'S
nia's great annual orange crop is
Wednesday at thc homc of thc
tional league saw Rice take five
14 OZ
not its leading agricultural onc, for president. Oertrude Oliver. Rev.|
NAIION-WIDE Formosa
Orange Pekoe
CATSUP .
.
points from Gulf, winning by 176
BOTS
thc hay crop produced in that state Mr. Van Dornan gave an outline of
pins on the total. And thc Old
TEAS
pkg
PKG
ctlll exceeds it in value.
the work being conducted by the
Timers won five from Armour'-:. I
church throughout New England. A
winning by 184 pins on the total. I
PT
WHEN IT'S CLOROX-CLEAN . . . IT'S DISINFECTED
convention will be held in Waterville
Charlie Cargill of Rice rolled 352 for j
BOT
7^ CLOROX BLEACHESDEODORIZES'DISINFECTS
March 23 in connection with thc
thc high total of thc evening, with j
OT
Removes Numerous Stains — Even Scorch, Mildew
new movement, and delegates will
BOT
singles of 127, 1C7 and 118.
bc sent from the local group. A din
Rice (5)
9 OZ
ner will bc served at the vestry by
HOLSUM prepared MUSTARD
JARS
Gardner................ 81 83 79—243 1
Heald .................... 85 78 84 -247 —quickly, privately, without embar thc Aid on town meeting day.
82 05 92—263 rassment No ro-sicners necessary. No Further plans for this will bc formu
Shepard
THREE CRdW
wage aMirnment. Employer or friends lated tomorrow when thc organiza
Walker .................. 1C-8 85 04—287 not notified.
Sunshine
tion meets with Mrs. Oliver. Rc‘a*
TARTAR
PICK YOUR OWN PAYMENTS
Cargill .................. 127 107 118—352
PKG
.freshn^nts were served by the
Monthly
payments
includ*
Cash
emomtcheez
ins ALL rharges for:
AUNT SALLY >
hostess, assisted by Olivia Hoffses.
to
483 444 467-1394
5 Aios. 12 Mos. IX Mos.
DAINTY-C/USP CRACMRS MOLASSES COOKIES
You
COOKI
TinFarm
Bureau
met
Friday
for
Gulf 10)
BIG
SPLENDID
K> VAIUC
VAU
l» FOR SCHOOL
10-92
5.02
----5 50.
an
all-day
session
at
the
home
of
87
—
241
CiltOPHANC
|AC
21.
SI
10.05
7.27
77
10077
I"
LUNCHES
’
—
✓
All I lie features you've ever wanted now in one swell
Hallowell ............
NO 8
32.75
15.07
10.91 Mrs. Van Deman. dinner being
150.
CAN 15c
SHWEENMUIS PACKAGE
PEAS
Hutchinaon........... 68 82 67—217
style. Fine broadcloth or madras in plain, striped or
200.
43-61
20-10
11.49
served
at
neon.
Present
were
Susan
97
—
256
78
81
Seavey .................
novelty patterns, unusual color combinations, light
if you can afford thr smalt payments wotton, ifessleSimmonii. Ruth Prior,
Greeley ................ . 71 90 85—246 shown above, come in for the cash
’r
QUART
or dark grounds.
you
need today.
Abbie Stevens, Gertrude Oliver. Josie
VALLEY SWEET MIXED PICKLES
93
—
258
82
83
JAR
Danielson ............
Ask for Mr. lUelly
Lawry,
Agnes
Winchenpaw.
Edith
• bias cut, gives but won’t bag
Neal. Edna Turner. Miss Dyer. Eda
379 410 429-1218
• one-piece extra-roomy seamless seat, full-cut legs
LIFEBUOY SOAP.................................. 4 bars
c
• • • •
Lawry. Helen Simmons Olivia Hoff
• yoke front, clastic waistband, no buttons, no snaps
ses. Olivia Noyes and Mrs. Vannah.
Old Timers (5)
• perfectly tailored
LUX TOILET SOAP........................... 4 bars
c
Kresge Bldg.
Rm. 201
Gertrude Oliver, D.D.G.C., was in
s
Richardson ............ 79 1C2 110—291 2nd211Floor
Water Street. Augusta, Maine
Warren
Friday
and
there
installed
I
95
—
285
90
91
Tcl.
USS
Green ...................
s
I
. 91 99 96—286 Charges 3% on Unpaid Monthly balance Crescent Temple, P. S. District
R Richardson
up to $130. Z!a% Monthly on Balance
grand chancellor of Boothbay in
Sukeforth ............ 95 112 108—316 above.
NATION-WIDE SERVICE GROCERS
stalled the Knights. Visitors were
TEL. 294
416 MAIN ST.
81 91 88—260
Small Loan Statute License No. 1
Benner .................
20-22&24-26 present
from Boothbay Harbor.
Camden and Thomaston.
445 405 497-1437
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APPLETON MILLS

At Our Post Office

The Community

Bowling
League
By

“Turquoise Trails”

Enjoy this Fine Quality

With The Bowlers

SALADA
TEA

Poet Office Bowlers

Basketball Battles

23c

23c

23c

2

17<

fOc

2 JA°^ 19c

—£enten S^pecialt—

No Scrub

! Special/

2

19c

2

39c

3

25

2TALL

I5c

25c
29c

piy
19c

5f<

29c -

33c

15c
25c

LOANS

19c

UP TO $300

23c

-ITS

19

23c

PERSONAL
FINANCE CO.

GREGORY’S

25

25

rn
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Every-OtKer-Day

TALK OF THE TOWN

Struck By A Car

Fire Picked A Shining Mark

He’s Chairman

Ruth Barter In Serious Con
dition At Holyoke, Mass. Tlie memorial service lor tlie men t eral hundred persons. Including
who lost their lives in whatever friends and relatives of the lost
—Companion Killed
Holyoke, Feb. 24—Tlie parents of
Miss Ruth Barter. 23, who was seri
ously injured in an automobile acci
dent in Granby a week ago tonight,

Peb
29—Stag meeting cf Knox
County Fish
Game Association at
Masonic hall Warren.
Peh
29 —Castine
Normal School
alumni and student banquet at ttye
Copper Kettle.
Peb 2# Warren—Democratic Caucus
at Glover hall.
March 1—Thomaston—Christian En
deavor play 'Sunny Acres" at W?tts
hall.
March 2—Knox
Pomona
Grange
meets with South Hope Grange.
March 4 North Haven Town meet
ing.
March 4—Warren Town meeting
March 7—Republican caucus. 6 30 p
m . at Court House to select delegates
to State Convention
March 11—Lincolnville—Town meet
ing
March 15—Ken
MacKenzIe's new
radio revue at Community Bldg
March 17 St. Patrick's Day
March 19— Turquoise Trails" lecture
by Alton Hall Blackington at Com
munity Building.
March 20-21- Annual conlerence ol
Maine D.AR . ln Augusta
March 21—Monthly meeting ol the
Baptist Men's League
March 24— tarter Sunday
March 26—Kiwanis Charity Ball at
Community Building
March 27—Democratic State Conven
tion ln the Bangor Auditorium.
?.prll 4 (10 a. m.) Republican State
Convention ln City hall Portland.
April 4 (12 m l—Second District Reuhllean Convention ln City hall. Portind.

GONE, BUT NOT FORGOTTEN

Page Three

disaster befell the dragger Madeline fishermen, who came from Owl’s
,
.
L
. 1 Head. Camden and other nearby
& Flora last November were held at!
...
! communities. The services were very
thc Universalist Church Sunday aft- impresslve, and were followed by a
ernoon. and the program published committal service at Feyler’s wharf
in Saturday’s issue was closely fol- whence the Madeline & Flora sailed
lowed.
on the voyage from which lt never
Participating ln the service in be- returned.
half of the local religious institu-1 Rev. Corwin H. Olds offered
tions were Rev. Dr. Jchn Smith prayer, and cast upon thc waters a
Lowe, Harold F. Spear. Rev. Dr. fforal anchor presented for thc ocGuy Wilson, Rev. Charles A. Mar- caslon by the Sea and Shore Fishstaller. Adjutant Thomas W. Seaver. cries Deportment. This service was
Rev. J. Charles MacDonald and Rev. sacred to the relatives and clergy.
Corwin H. Olds. Tlie music included
The men whose memories were
organ prelude and pustludc by the Honored were: Franklin C. Manning,
Universalist organist. Miss Margaret Captain; Howard J. Anderson, LowStahl; a baritone solo by Roy Joyce ell Day, Hermon M. Drake, Robert
and selections by thc Federal Vocal h. Hickman, Edward M. Kelley, LawGlass.
rence A. Kirk, Robert R. St. Clair,
Tlie congregation numbered sev- Roger P. Smith.

son avenue. Mr. Patten’s attorney,'
Al Plow'd, chairman of Kiwanis
presented a physicians affidavit
card party
Eviction Action Against stating tliat the 74-year-old author Tlie second in a series of bridge
confined io
to ms
his nome
home by
’ii . n
d i
j I| was connneci
Dy a i
Gilbert ratten rostponed
'parties will be held Wednesday at
r»
... >n
I heavy cold. Mr. Newman said that
Because Of His Illness
he hopcd Mr Pallenfricnds would 8 o’clock at Community tower room

Author Gets Stay

L

THE WEATHER

Look-a-here Mr. Weather Man.
who all gave you the right to
sprinkle sub-zero temperature over
New England last night? Four
above at 7 this morning, and the
only comfort in sight was the
weathervane nosing toward the
southern quadrant. Not so cold to
night, and rising temperature to
morrow. Perforated postage stamps
were adopted in 1857. but more like
ly it’s those five planets in the
southern skies which are raiding
Ned.

Miss Ruth Earter

I come to hls assistance, but that If, f°r benefit of Kiwanis underprlviThosc who read a few days ago i
help were not forthcoming he would leged child fund. Prizes for each,
of the financial difficulties of Gilbert
proceed with a jury trial next Fri- j table and a door prize. Mr. and
Patten, the Camden author, will
d®'Mrs. Al. Piourd are committee chair bc interested in the following para
1 men assisted by Dr. and Mrs. Ed
graphs from the New York Herald
Another mystery beat Saturday iu
win L. Scarlott. Dr. and Mrs. DonTribune:
‘‘Steamboat Days." An easy one
"As a result of his illness the evie- j this time whose voice will be re- a^d T' heigh, Mr- and Mrs. A. Alan
tion proceedings against George W. membered by most readers. A pic- j Grossman, Mr. and Mrs. Edward
Patten, who under the name of Burt | lure of capt. A. E. Rawleyof the Barnard, Dr. and Mrs. Edward

in which Daniel L. Lathrop of 190
Scuth street, this city, received fa
tal injuries, was visited today by
her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Earl H.
Barter. They motored here from
Jackson, Miss. Wlien her condition
became serious a few days ago, her
L. Standish wrote the Frank and Belfast will be sent to all persons Peaslee, Mr. and Mrs. Pearl Studley
parents were notified and they
Dick Merriwell books, were ad sending tlie correct answer A six an^ Richard Bird,
came here by automobile, driving
journed until March 1 by Justice months' subscription to the first in. '
day and night.
George L. Genung in Municipal
Mr. Barter, who is an umpire in
Easy to relieve
Court. The Hudson View Gardens.
’My wife has a queer way of get
misery direct —
the Virginia state baseball league
without
''dosing”.
Inc.,
seeks
to
evict
Mr.
Patten
from
ting even with the the Telephone
said that the family lived in Lynn
Rub throat, chest,
Boy Scout Troop 206 will not meet
A front view of the dismal structure which was once Masonic Temple
his
co-operative
apartment
at
PineCompany."
aad
back
with . . .
before going to Maine. Miss Bar
tonight, but will meet Thursday
liwst
Avenue
and
183
street
for
’
How's
tliat?''
ter had been listed as a former
night as usual.
$437.26, which he allegedly owes in i "She uses my car to knock down 1 uiteereour
Mrs. G. W. Hemingway fell on the
resident of Rcckland, Me
DUTCH NECK
their i»les."
'
’ *°™"1
floor at her home. 85 Union street
VapoRub
She grfaduated frcm the Leland back rent and assessments.
Clinton Barbour, janitor at thc
‘Howard A Newman of'347 MadiMiss Janice Mank and Roland Powers School of thc Theatre in
last week fracturing one of her hips.
Court House, returned home yes
Red Cross Asks Contribu- Mank of West Waldoboro s]ient a ' Boston and has had a number of
terday after undergoing a minor
ROCKLAND TYPEWRITER COMPANY
Back at thc builders’ yard in
tions To Buy Yarn For day recently with Mrs. Astor Miller., important theatrical engagements. the care of three nwses, her par
operation at Knox Hospital.
Sidney I. Segal, 71 Park St.. Tel. 297-W
Quincy, Mass., is the airplane car
Miss Myrtle Fairbrother of Edge- [ Miss Barter and Lathrop were ents being tlie only persons allowed
TYPEWRITERS,
ADDING MACHINES
Home
Knitting
rier Wasp, said to have passed her
comb is visiting her sister Mrs. standing beside the latter s automo to see lier, and then only for a few
A Finnish relief entertainment
.All Makes—Sales and Rentals
Rcckland trials so successfully that
bile in Granby while Lathrop was minutes each day.
consisting of supper, program and
Knox County women swing into Thomas Winchenbach.
secondary trials would be unneces
changing
a flat tire when an auto
dance will be held Saturday night
action today as volunteer knitters
Mrs. Millard Creamer is a surgical
sary.
mobile going in the opposite di
at the St. George Grange hall. The
patient
at
Knox
Hospital.
-------I for the suffering men, women and
rection ran off the road and collid
entire program will be in English. .
From El Segundo. Calif., Harry childern cf stricken Finland. All
Miss Hazel Winchenbaugh spent
ed with them. They were brought
C. Pease, formerly of Appleton, ■
,
. .
...
, / , , . 7 .. 1 those interested are asked to go to the weekend with her aunt, Mrs. to the House of Providence hospital |
Sheriff Ludwick has received
writes; Four feet of frost in the i
William Pottle in Friendship.
where Lathrop died within 24 hews. j
cards from Libby Paladino who is ground indicates that you have had the second floor room at 447 Main
Herbert Whitcher died recently
employed at the Bon Air Hotel in some winter there. So far we haven’t street, Glover block, long used by
Miss Barter sustained a broken
Augusta. Ga. Mont P. Trainer is had a light frost on top of thc thc Centra! Maine Power Co. for after a long illness. Funeral serv leg and other injwies at first I
conducted at St. Pauls thought to be not serious. Her con- '
also in Georgia at the Forest Hill ground. Have had a few mornings public meetings. The room will be, ices were
,
. , .
x
open
2
to
4
oclock.
and
each
Tues|
^^..^
d
Jnt,erine"Lw*s madc lr\ dltl0n became more serious later
Hotel,
when it was down in thc forties but
j the Dutch Neck cemetery.
! this week and lier parents were no- ;
day and Thursday hereafter at tlie
none below that.”
Batten' E entertains the Wiscas
Mtss Mabel Chase of Allston J tified. She had previously declined i.
same hours. Yarn for the knitting ,
.
set basketball team at thc Spring
Pleasant Valley Grange ts spon of sweaters may be obtained here Ma*spassed_ *ve™1 days jecenUy i to notify them. Today her condi-,
street armory at 9 o'clock tonight, soring a public supper and card
free together with necessary in- with her parents Mr. and Mrs. W tion is reported as fair.
and on tomorrow night, will have party Friday with Mrs. Etta Ander
F. Chase.
I
• • . •
11
structions. The need is acute, so
Mr. and Mrs. Alfred Jackson and
Thc ab°ve despatch is from the h
the Hubbard's Restaurant team sen and Susan Bowley as hostesses.
all women who can help on this daughter of Bath were weekend Springfield (Mass.) Union. Fur-1,
of Gardiner for opponents, this
the proceeds go to help redecorate humanitarian project are asked to
game beginning at 8 o'clock.
guests of Mrs. Alice Creamer.
ther dftails are contained in a letthe dining hall. The supper menu start at once,
____________
I ter .received this morning by Thc |
consist of dandelion greens.1 Tlie effort is in charge of Knox
Mrs. Geneva Huke was made will
The Knox County Fish & Game Coui ler-Gazctte. from the parents,
baked beans, salad, cake, pie, hot j County Chapter, American Red
happy the other day by the receipt ’ biscuits and coffee. A program of Cress, represented for the present j Association will hold a stag meeting
The tragea>’ occurred on Miss
of the following note from Theo interest is planned for tonight s by Mrs. Jane Beach and Mrs. Alice at -Masonic hall. Warren. Thursday ““er sairthday _ Because of the |
for
dore A. Distler, dean of Lafayette
meeting, one item, a pie race, with Spear, who will later organize a night, with supper at 6.30. Th; anniversary’. Mr. Lathrop, a friend
College. Easton. Penn.: “It gives
meeting is for members and thsse
1 *le Barter family, invited her j
three sisters competing. A rehear permanent committee. All yarn will
me great pleasure to inform you J
,
..
,
.
_
.
.
interested
in
the
werk
of
thp
Asso-i1
a
dinner dance. Thej’ had gone
sal is called for the first and sec- be supplied by the Red Cross which lnlereslea
lne
oi tne as^-i
“
that your son has merited inclusion : end degrees, and all officers are re- wlll attend to the distribution of ationImP°rtant
business will be,™1* a -distance
!t
in the Dean's list for the present quested to be present, as inspection the garments in Finland and Po- | discussed, with cn epenforum.
had a flat tire.
Mr. Lathrop I
term. This represents an earned
alighted to change it, and Miss Bari be held March 5. The juveniles will land. There are no funds on hand j
distinction of which you may well
Twenty-four J. J. Newberry store ler, familiar witli automobiles in; meet on Saturday for thc same to buy this yarn, so it is necessary
be proud. I congratulate you on purpose.
,
s
, j v
. ..
managers of District No. 1. closed a sisted upon helping him.
° a*
3
un s
contributed two-day merchandising and sales! Out cf nowhere came a speeding
his success”.
cr .a purpose o its purchase, conference
Bangor yesterday car which struck both of them,
Regular price $33.75
BORN
W
c
^
r
‘
cr
"
3Zet
*
3S
'*
>een
after
a
number
of
lengthy bustne-i! dragging Mr. Lathrop 75 feet, and
The Rockland Kiwanis Club is
Welch At Stonington. Feb 17, to Mr
„^j8~a C___ tll^sei monej^
sessions. Sunday night the entire ’ Miss Barter 40 feet. She will be in
sponsoring an Easter ball to be held and Mrs Kenneth Welch, a son
Grrscry At Knox Hospital Feb 24 and all contributions will be listed
Tuesday night Mqreh 26 at the to Mr and Mr;, Charles L Gregory of
..
,
company enjoyed a banquet at Pen-1 the hospital a long time, and is in
j m these columns. No more wortliCommunity building,' Music will be Glen cove, a daughter.
•ndT*Jreryll*Savoy, taught”' While Way to helP
WniW exi«S obscot Exchange hotel as the feature
furnished by tlie famous Fenton
gettogethcr of thc conference. Thc
Judith Ann
: than this direct contribution. This
Brothers Orchestra and will include
local manager, A O. Donnell, was
newspaper will welcome all con- ;
its various novelty numbers which
MARRIED
in attendance.
Jouc-IUrrinun— At Bangor. Feb W. tributions, large or small. Tho list i
lias received nation-wide acclaim.
MAINE’S UTTLE RADIO CITY
Harold Joyce of Deer Isle and Miss starts with
TEL. WALDOBORO 100
The proceeds from tlie dance will Lillian Harriman of Stonington.
COURIER-GAZETTE WANT ADS
$25
Ames-lurvcy At Rockland Feb. 24. Mr. and Mrs. Kennedy Crane,
WORK
WONDERS
be devoted exclusively to 'he under George
SHOW TIMES Matinees:
M Ames and Faith M Lurvev.
Saturday 3.30. Sunday 3.00. Every
privileged child work, and every both of Rockland —By Rev. Ouy Wilson
evening at goo.
The city schools resumed tlielr
effort is being madc to secure a
DIED
sessions yesterday, and will con
record attendance for this worthy
TUES,iWED„ FEB. 27-28
Shepherd—At Attleboro. Mass
Feb tinue everlastingly at it until April
Features of this mattress include the following: Electro re-tempered steel
u L L E R BRUSH 1
24. Georgia daughter of Sophie and
cause.
12th.
Waldo
Theatre presents England’s
FGREATEST
the late Charles Shepherd ot Union
aged 56 years 5 months
Futieral
inner spring incased in burlap, heavy A. G A. stripe upholstery with at
most popular film actress
Tuesday at 2 o'clock from
Beano party Thursday afternoon services
GRACIE FIELDS
Rockland Encampment will confer
the Shepherd residence. Union
Jones—At Rcckland. Feb 24. James thc Royal Purple degree March 8
by Edwin Libby Relief Corps, a I
in
tractive button tufting, non-ripping taped seams, rolled edge.
Jones, aged 74 years.
Funeral today
Orand Army hall.—adv.
at 2 o'clock frcm 62 Warren street
when thc camps in this district will
“SHIPYARD SALLY”
have a joint meeting at Camden.
ind a most capable cast. Including
IN MEMORIAM
Economy Clothes Shop will open
Morton Sdton, Tneker McGuire,
In loving memory of our mother.
Manager William Grady of the
scon in a new location.
All Emms S Howe) who passed away Feb
Oliver Wakefield
A &P. super market has been trans
spring merchandise ordered not yet 26 1935
Scftly the door was opened.
THURS.-FRI.. FEE. 29-MAR. 1
ferred to Bangor and takes up his
received. Watch tliis paper for loca Softly thc Master called
Bidding our dear one enter
duties
in
that
city
Thursday.
tion of ne«‘ store.
24-26 TO
FRED ASTAIRE
the Home that awaits us all
Memories as sweet as the roses.
ELEANOR TOWELL
Memories precious and dear
Ralpli Ulmer Camp and Auxiliary
In
Memories that speak of our mother
,A’50£WW ,
Will make her forever seem near.
UB.W.V. will have their regular
“BROADWAY
FULLUSTRE
Mildred, Grace and Frances Howes
DANCING
meeting Wednesday night. A fish
Malden. Mass
•
MELODY OF 1940”
MMOL'S KUfLCSS
chowder supper will be served with
Every Wed.
with
------------ a, FLOO!? POLISH «
IN APPRECIATION
Horace
Vose
and
Bill
Seavey
as
the
Frank Morgan. Ian Hunter,
AT
[FIII^WlTH IVaRY FULLIR
600 PAIRS
The relatives of the nine men who
chefs
in
charge.
George Murphy
lost tlielr lives when the dragger Made
GLEN
line & Flora went down wish to express
.DRY MOP KEADQqc
also
thelr heartfelt thanks to those who
Bring Spring into your home Now with
*$».<» WITH HANSi:
'' W® /
The Rockland Lions Club lias tlie
COVE
participated Iu and contributed to the
Robert Benrhlcv in
B
h
*
I
,
success
of
Sunday's
memorial
service
gcod fortune to have as its guest
Music By
"HOME
MOVIE
”
*A Fulluitr* poliihtd Rose it »«y
at thc Universalist Church. They wish
crisp new Curtains. A fortunate pur
especially to thank the clergy, the speaker tomorrow Rev. Dr. John
lo koopdvil-froo wilh Iho oHIciont
city (which looked after transporta Smith Lowe, who madc hts first
^Fullvr Dry Mop. Fulluilre gooi
chase enables us to offer real savings on
HAL’S RHYTHMAIRES tion) the friends who provided thc
.on ovonly and quickly. Driot/
printed programs, the 8ca Scouts and local speaking engagement with that
jhardondgioii).
the Sea and Shore Fisheries' Depart
DOOR PRIZE
Curtains that arc wider, lovelier and bet
ment which provided the lloral cm organization when he came to Rock
97Ttf
/J
blem cast upon thc waters at Feyler's land several years ago. The Lions
ter quality than you ever dreamed pos
wharf
at that time had one of the largest
sible at this price.
CARD OF THANKS
clubs in the district, and the at
I wish to extend my sincerest thanks tendance when Dr. Lowe spoke was
to the many friends and neighbors, par
lr
• Rayon Marquisettes
tlcularly to Mrs Sarah Hall. Mrs Jen thc largest which was ever present
nie McCorrison. and to Mrs Oood. and
• Cushion Dot Mar
to thc Rebekahs, for thelr many kind at a regular meeting. He will to
nesses to Laura E. Upton, during hbr morrow treat the European war
t IO WHT
quisettes
long Illness.
situation Irom a somewhat differ
Malcolm W. Upton
• Scranton Laces
IN PKICt
Ambulance
Service
Appleton.
FUNERAL HOME
ent angle, and the members have a
'AGAINST AU
• Spring Cottage Sets
•
^OMfAUSOH
treat in store.—Tlie club will hold
Ambulance Service
• All Expertly Made
CARD OF THANKS
We wish to express our sincere thanks its annual town meeting session
•
All Smartly Styled
RUSSELL
TELEPHONES
F. L. CLARK
for the many deeds of kindness showed March 20, ann thc members arc
us during our sorrow ln thc loss o/
390, 781-1 or 781-U
FUNERAL
HOME
Phone
431-W
our dear husband and father especially asked to send in articles for the
9 CLAREMONT ST.
TEL. 662
93 Limerock St., Rockland
Mr and Mrs. Forrest Maker and Dr. V
110-112 UMEROCK STREET
warrant to the "selectmen," who are
ROCKLAND, ME.
H Shields
ROCKLAND, ME.
Mrs. George Kay. Mr. nnd Mrs Don Frank H Ingraham. Ralph P Con
08-tf
110-Ml ald Johnson Mi null M'
R .
Gimi
ant a|id John Troll
1 and Mrs Bernice Calder,
'
34-2t»4r27

BABY'S

ICKS

The Knitting Fund

Senter Crane CcunpaKj

of Mattresses

$22.50

WALDO THEATRE

Inner Spring - - Full Size

■T

FF

BARGAIN
OFFER

Curtain

BURPEE’S
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Film Placed in Baseball Shrine
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Mrs. Ruth Pattan of Rockport
li
22
Mr. and Mrs. Alfred Storer enter
has
resigned
from
the
Anderson
tained Thursday night Mr. and
14
zi
1BYJ
a
i
Zb
[Rural School. The position has not
Mrs. Kelsey Lash. Mr. and Mrs. Her
as
yet
been
filled.
WNC
SERVICE
COPYRIGHT
bert Newbegin. Dr. and Mrs. Stan
5T
yr- 31
Zb 57
59
Albert Hill of this town, on the
She started to obey, but Asa was ley Lenfest and Mr. and Mrs.
CHAPTER XIV
dean's list at the University of
speaking, and she paused to hear. Charles Stenger.
JZ
55 54
55
Maine, is a junior, instead of
After that crashing impact and "I came back,” he muttered, "with James Duane has returned from
out
any
lights.
Rab
was
crossing
freshman
as
previously
t
“
ported
Tope’s cry, and tlie shrill blast of
$
I
ib
his whistle, silence descended. Clint tlie drive, and we both dodged the a weeks visit in Quincy. Mass.
Mr. and Mrs. Percy Moody and
took one bound toward where he 1 same way- He iumPed right in Mr. and Mrs. Iceland Feyler
chndren Nancy and Har. *y oi Wal
4T
Mi 45 4m
46
guessed Tope to be; then he Iront of the car. I couldn't stop. Old Town were guests Saturday of
dcboro were .guests Sundav of Mr.
checked, and turned. June from the [ Hit him,
their
sister
Miss
Addie
Feyler
who
and Mrs Emerson W Perkins and
Mrs. Taine did not understand.
Mb
Mb
window above him spoke softly:
"What does he mean?” she protest has been ill the past two weeks.
I Mrs Dewey Maloney.
"Clint, you all right?"
. Miss Dora Oay has returned to
Amcng the many gifts and re§6
"You'd better come,” he said . ed. "Where is Rab?”
52 53 54
51
47
| merr.brances received by Mrs. Ella
hoarsely. It was a matter of sec-. Tope said gently: "Rab's hurt too, Boston after passing several days
ma
’
am.
We'U
need
the
Doctor
bad.
onds only, until she stood beside J
Caler on her birthday, Feb. 20, was
I vacation at her home here.
5b
55
57
5b
Can't you call him up?”
him. Her fingers caught his.
a prettily decorated birthday cake
This time she obeyed him; she Mr. and Mrs. Stuart Hemingway
"Here, you take this!” she bade hurried away, and after a moment returned Saturday to Syracuse. N
bO
frcm Mrs. Donald Mathews, with
bl
him, and pressed Tope's old revolv-'
Joan, daughter of Mrs. Mathews
tliey heard her voice, within-doors, Y„ after visiting at October Farm
er into his hand.
making the presentation.
W
bi
He saw Tope kneeling beside a ! demanding that Rand yield to her with Mr ancj (fa Russell Cooney.
the
telephone.
j
q
Levensaler
has
returned
from
Mrs.
Benjamin
Watts
of
Rock

man who lay here on the ground, j
Asa asked some hoarse question,
,
. , . .. .
.
land has been guest of M r and
The flashlight illumined his counte- [ indistinguishable.
"My neck hurts.” lseveral weeks vlsit in Flonda
VERTICAL (Cont.)
HORIZONTAL (Cont.)
HORIZONTAL
nance. Rab Taine! His cheek was he complained. “Rab? He's dead? I Albert Riley of South Portland
Mrs Maurice Hahn, and while In
20-Exclamation of
51-The coat of a
1-Diplomatic
smeared. Blood from a cut on his I tried to miss him.”
town has been calling cn friends.
surprise
[spent the weekend at the home of
mammal (Fr.)
residence!
head had flowed out over his ear ,
22-Atome bearing an
Chester Castner Ls recovering
55- Serf
9-Breed of doge
And
Tope
answered
him.
in
slow
Stephen
A.
Jones.
Mrs
Riley
and
and trickled down his brow and
electric charge
11-An accessory seed 56- Small particle
from illness.
Rab. ,—
son Stephen who had been visiting
face. He lay limp and lifeless.
, stem tones. "You didn
... t. hit
.
58- Short-eared mastiff 24-Russian title
covering
• Edwin Gammon. Emerson W.
"Dead?” Clint asked hoarsely. [ ^sa: ‘e sal '. *?u L
lln auay here a week returned home with
26- Thin water-proof
(Her.)
14- Mid-day
Tope shook his head. His hand !
1 PuIled h'm away /r°m him
WILLIAM M. BEATTIE (left), curator cf the National Baseball Perkins, and Maurice Cunningham
garments
59- Erect
15- Anger
„
foolin. fnr ihp tlie tree, where you d propped him nlm
27- Aseist
60- Junebugs
was on Rabs wrist, feeling for the
Mrs Inez D Blaisdell of Camden Museunj and Hall of Fame, receives a print of the American League cf Warren Lodge, I OOF. attend 16- Egyptian river
28- Smooth (Phon.)
17- A portico(Gr. Arch.) 61- Barter
faint pulse that fluttered there. Not "*’•
. . . ..
.
., i .
, . . ..
, „ ,
film, -First Century of Baseball”, from William S. McLean, director of
dead et” he said
I »IS voiee had ln d dle lnex°rable and Miss Lucinda Young of Rock- advertising for the Fisher Body division of General Motors, whose firm ed the funeral services Sunday in 18- Surface
30- Peraia
62- Weakens
Union for Alexander Fuller. They 19- Too much (Fr.)
7unepressed close to CUnt, and ring ol doom- , '
.
' , , 'iland who had
carin« for Mrs
31- lncite
63- A mineral
produced the pictorial history In celebration of the baseball centennial.
34-Wild animal
H
1 "He s alive? Asa asked slowly, 'Eua Achorn during her illness re
were accompanied by Clarence Ben 21-Fur resembling
she said miserably;
The film will be preserved wltli ether records of the national pastime in
)7-An American Indian
VERTICAL
I carefully, his mouth twisted.
"Persian lamb
ner
of
Waldoboro
Others
from
this
38- With one leg on
"It's Asa. Oh. what is It, Clint?
He'll come around," said Tope. turned home Saturday. While here the archives at Cooperstown. N. Y., birthplace of the century-old game. town who attended were Mr and 23-So
each side of
they were guests at Open Oates
What happened’”
25- To permit to droop t-Debark
"He’ll be all right by and by.”
Mrs K F. Wight. O Dudley Oould. 26- Liquid measure (pi.) 2- 0ne of the Great
39- Heavy material for
Clint shook his head, staring at
Without any movement of
• • • •
steadying a ship
Lakes
and Mrs. Clarence Peabody.
29- Nava! title
Asa Taine, who sat here under the head, Asa's eyes swung to seek out Republican Officers Nominated
41-The natural fate
3- YellCw, like gold
Jammed wheel of the car, Asa was their countenances. He peered in At the Republican Caucus held
Mrs Donald Rivers has returned 32-Comp!y
43-A meal
4- Actively
unconscious; and there was some the darkness, and bis lips writhed Friday night these officers were
to Brighton, Mass., after visiting I 33- lncreases
5-To yoke up animals i-t-Wild (Scot.)
35-Fish eggs
thing mysteriously affrighting in his
)8-On the ocean
her sister, Mrs Dewey Malcney
(C. Afr.)
so that his teeth were hideously nominated to be voted Upon at the
30- Japansss coin
posture. His hands hung down limp
49-Break suddenly
0 Out (Scot.) K
A speaker frcm Bates College will 37-Attention
are\^en,he^°Ved'
T he a,WJal town meeting: Moderator,
ly by his sides; and the bent steer- ^
7-Recesa in a garden 10-Shortly
though he leaped, as though he
talk cn "The Romance of Old 39- Sheep cries
‘ ing-column pressed the wheel itself would have sprung to action. His Ralph Miller, selectmen and over
52- Mountain range in
3-Tanglr.d
40- Guides
Ships'
at
the
meeting
cf
the
Men's
Turkestan
against his body, so that he seemed lips set hard; his shoulder rose: his seers of the poor, three year term,
P-Hampcrs
42-M ecaage-carry i ng
53- City in Ontario,
to bulge in the middle. His head whole body contorted; one hand Chester Light; two year term. HerFcrum Wednesday at 8 o'clock.
tb-Oamage
tr pa
Canada
11- Mold ng with an S
was in a grotesque and unnatural darted down. ... It whipped up, b^rt Mank; one year term. William
Oeorges Valley 4-H Club will 45- Pisce
54- Man'a name (Fr.)
curve
46- Stagger
position. Cricked to one side, it and a gun showed in the flashlight's jjenrv Hilton’
meet
Thursday
night
with
the
local
12-Stats c-f being tired 57-Treasurers (abbr.)
assessors. Maurice
47- Conquei s
rested against the frame of the gleam.
leader, George Buck.
Hilton.
Sanford
L
Brown,
and
Herdoor. His head was erect, even
------------• (Answer To Previous Puzzle)
Inspector Tope, leaning Into the
Chester Hall is Ul.
tilted backward, but his chin car. sought to seize the gun.
STANDING ROOM ONLY
bert Geele; treasurer and tax colThe Ann Hasseltine senior guild
seemed to be pressed down on his
But before he could touch Asa. lector. Willis Crowell; town clerk,
will meet Wednesday night after Wanrn High School Minstreki Play
could grasp the weapon, the need William H. Brooks Jr.; road comschool with Miss Allison Stackfor action passed. When the hurt
lo a Pleased Audience: Large and
house at the parsonage Plans will
man thus leaned sharply forward,
Talented Cart
Johnston and Edward Reed; memhis head was tardy in following his
be made for a covered dish supper.
hool board. Walter Kaler;
movement. It seemed to hang back.,ber of
Committees appointed for Friday
''Black-Out," the High School
and then to be jerked aside as fire wardens. Charles Freeman,
night at Ivy Chapter, O ES. are: minstrel show presented Saturday
I though by an invisible hand; and Glenwood Creamer and Herbert
Refreshments, Mrs. Mildred Gam
I this was a strange, unnatural thing oldis.
night at Glover hall, scored a hit.
mon. Mrs. Helen Maxey, Mrs. Orace
! to see. Asa's head turned at a grot0 Sute convention are
i
Simmcns, and Mrs. Lina Smith; en even standing room being at a pre
| tesque angle, as though it had
Maude
Clark
Gay.
E.
Ashley
! slipped; and instantly Asa himself
tertainment, Mrs. Carrie Smith, and mium. Credit for the fine per
, was smaller, like a pricked balloon, Walter Jr.. Mrs. Elsie M Mar.k. Mrs:
Miss Hilda Aspey.
formance is due not only the play
i And quite still.
Rtna B. Crowell. Ralph W Miller
The annual meeting of the trus ers. but the teachers, Principal
Clint whispered; “For God's sake. | and Albee Sidelinger. alternates.
tees of the Common School Fund
.
, Herbert DeVeber, Miss Katherine
Inspector! Is he dead?”
<•».,Merle Castner. Chester Light. Wilwill be held at 7 o'clock Thursday 1
Tope nodded slowly. "Yes, dead, ’ 'liam Henry Hilton. W. H Crowell
night at the home of Fred Mathews Cofhn and Edgar Con*e' who were
—
he aid. in a low tone.
George Genthner and George How
Mrs. Alice Oordon was guest the coaches, and Mrs Willis Vinal,
<To Re Continued)
Mrs Earl Davis was hostess last
ard.
Sunday of Mrs. EUa Caler.
conductor of the School orchestra,
, Tuesday to the Willing Workers.
Officers of the Republican Town
j Eugene Durgin, who has been Ul, and director of the Girls' Glee Club.
NO. BURKETTVILLE Committee for two years are: Chair
Miss Hilda Thompson has been
| is improving.
Favorable comment was heard for ! visiting her grandmother, Mrs.
man. Willis Crowell; vice chairman.
Miss Allison Stackhouse dined the glee clubs, and the orchestra.
A carle ad of gypsies passed Vellis Weaver; Mrs. Elsie Mank;
Sunday with Mr and Mrs. Newell (The ctudent bedy, taking part in Sherman Benner.
through th s vicinity recently making secretary. E. Ashley Walter Jr.;
Mrs. Vere Crockett and daughter
i Eugley.
I the chorus numbers, made a picture
calls at R >land Prior': Miller and (reasurer
Merle Castner.
Sally
of Camden have been guests
'on the stage, sitting in tiers, the
but did not create
Esancy st<
of
Mr
and Mrs Merton Anthony.
SPRUCE HEAD
backgi-und of which was in form
any disturbance.
Warren Heggem of Massachusetts
STONJNGTON
Mrs.
Alice
Allard
entertained
last
of
a
sunburst
created
from
striped
Mr and Mrs Arthur Leigher were
Tuesday at supper and cards, high crepe paper, the top of which was spent the past week with Aaron
in Washington last Tuesday to at
BARBED ir a silver fox jacket, with mufi and hat to match, Maxine, score going to Mrs. Eugenie God
Hurt While Coasting
formed similar to a shield. Both Simmons
tend funeral services for Mrs. Leiglrgorgeous singing star of radio's pleasing "Hour of Charm,” is well
Severe injuries were sustained
Mrs. Fannie Wallace, Mrs. Florfrey
and
Miss
Ethel
Holbrcok
taking
'It's Asa. Oh, what Is It. Clint?
girls and boys of the student body
set
fcr
wintry
blasts
One
of
the
most
beautiful
entertainers
on
stage
er's father. William Light.
(Saturday by William Beam, 11. sen
noe
Day. Mrs Flora Brown, and
What happened?”
the
travel
prize
wore white blouses and shirts with
R*hard “gCCOm.b..W,_Cl".‘”C lof Mrs Mayrxe Beam >hen he wa., sr.d r.--l today, this deep-throated songstress may be heard every Sun
I
day
yight
over
the
red
network
of
NBC,
with
Phil
Spitalny's
all-girl
Whitney
Thompson attended the
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Floyd
Singer
and
red
ties,
the
girls
in
dark
shirts
and
! chest. It was as though he were the Robert Esancy store in Washing- struck while sliding by a truck which archestra.
recent funeral services for Mrs. Car
I
ton
.
•
;
|
three
children
of
Manana
Fog
Sigthe
boys
in
dark
trousers,
in
fine
'frozen in the very act of a hic»investigating state police said was
rie Cummings in Thomaston.
nal Station are spending Mr. Sing- contrast.
Mrs. Gladys Towne and son Edwin | eperatea by Lionel H Conary. Jr., of
| cough.
er's liberty with Mrs. Singer's
The program participants were:
returned Wednesday to Newport
Deer Isle. The boy, now at his
ADS
mother. Mrs Fred Batty, Sr.
Girls' quartet, Virginia Moody,
Traveling Around America
Tope said reflectively, 84 though after a few days' visit with Mr. and, I
^thinking aloud: "I guess he piled Mrs Willard Ireland. -Merle Ireland heme, suffered a fractured skull
j Mr. and Mrs Alton Wall enter- Jeannette Overlock, Ann Norwood,
(into that tree faster than he meant j of Newcastle was home over the and severe bruises on his left shoul
i tained at a family gathering at their j Vella Barrett; Verna Robinson,
der and hip.
to. He must have seen me, and
heme Monday night in honor of Mr Olenlce
French. Joan
Smith
weekend and other guests included I
that would surprise him. I guess
Mr. and Mrs. Nelson Calderwood Tf j The boy, according to witnesses,
and
Mrs.
Maynard
Post's
29th
wedCharles
Stimpson,
Josef
Vinal,
Dr.
,he lost his head, stepped on it. He
i ding anniversary. Those present Judson Lord, Alfred Wyllie, Wil
VINALHAVEN AND
Union.
I was sliding with a small companion,
I didn't mean to hit so hard.”
Douglas Ogilvie. 5, about a mile
beside Mr. and Mrs Post were Mr. liam Robinson, Harold Overlock. Da
Mrs. Leila Turner and Miss Mabel
Rand and another policeman in
ROCKLAND
uniform came panting through the Robbins, with Mr and Mrs. Roy Tur-i*rOm the
(",t Son-nd-°n t0Rn
and Mrs David Post, Edgar Post, vid White, Roland Berry, Avard
‘
‘
What
happened?"
Rand
ner
of
North
Washington,
motored
™
far
(rom
Judkln
"
sWre
’
STEAMBOAT
CO.
ram.
j Mr. and Mrs. Robert Burch and Robinson, Lloyd Wellington, Rich
I Sunday to Thomaston to visit Miss The OglIvie
esca'*d tojurp
' children and Mr. and Mrs. Ray ard Butler, girls' glee club, John
ROCKLAND, ME.
gasped.
Conary told Investigating officers
Without explanation, Tope said Maude Turner who has employment
mond Ames and children. Refresh Boggs, Raymond Jenkins, Harold
crisply: "One of you watch the oth
that
he could not see the boys un
Service To:
ments were served.
there, Tliey were also callers at Lo
Moore, Llewellyn Payson, Made
er house. Rand, you go caU Inspec
til his truck came over a sharp rise
Vinalhaven, North Haven, Ston
George
M.
Snow
has
been
con

renzo
Linscott
’
s.
lelne Haskell, Leon Mathews, and
tor Heale. If he's not too sick to
ington, Isle Au Ilaut, SwanN
Frank Light of East Washington in the highway, both boys sliding in
fined to the house the past week Charlotte Moore.
move, get him up here.”
Island and Frenchboro
the
middle
of
the
Icy
highway,
too
visited
Saturday
at
the
Arthur
[
with
a
severe
cold.
Since they first discovered Asa
Selections by the company and
near
to
avoid
an
accident.
He
Mrs. Leland Morton of Ozone audience were led by Mr. Comee
'here. Inspector Tope had not left Leigher home.
WINTER SERVICE
Ithe man’s side, had kept him fixed
Mr. and Mrs. Aubert Leigher and said he applied his brakes, but the
Park. L .1.. was in town Friday. She j and Mrs. Vinal. Others in the cast
Subject to change without notice
iin the flashlight’s beam. Now they family were recent callers at Percy truck continued to skid along the
is guest of Mrs. Betty Plaisted in were Wayne Starrett, Virginia
J saw that his lips began to stir and Winchester's.
icy pavement. He was traveling at
DAILY EXCEPT SUNDAY
Camden.
Starrett, Alfred Kenniston, Edward
[mumble. Then he blinked. The
Lloyd Leigher was recent guest of a moderate rate of speed State
Miss Ethel Holbrook who was Ul Barrett, Ruby Starrett and Eugene ' Read Down
Read Up
light was ln his eyes.
his grandparents, Mr. and Mrs. Ev Trooper Stephen R. Oould, investi
A.
M.
for
several
days,
resumed
her
duCogan.
p. as.
[ June cried softly: ''"We’U get you
gating the accident, said.
erett Fisli in South Appleton.
S.30 Lv. Swan’s Island. Ar. 0.00
ties in the school room Monday.
' Excellent team work was marked
out in a minute, Asa."
6.30 Lv. Stonington,
Ar. 4.40
Mrs. Margaret Elwell was guest between the interlocutor, Mildred
I Mrs. Taine came running out of
7.30
Lv.
North
llaven,
Ar. 3J0
Buy
Yourself
rich
—
through
clas

the kitchen door, brushing past
.Thursday night of Mrs. Isabelle Jackson and the endmen, Vernal
8.15
Lv. Vinalhaven,
Ar.
2.45
Rand as he entered, drawing some sified offers.
j Jackson at the Eastern Star instal- i Wallace. Ruby Starrett, Eugene eo
9.30 Ar. Rorkland.
Lv. 1.30
[wrap around her. She reached the
lation in South Thomaston.
gan, Vella Barrett, Edward Barrett,
U7-tf
side of the car. "Asa!” she cried,
Joseph T Godfrey was awarded a and Howard Maxey, A dance foland caught at his shoulder, tugging
35-pound live turkey at a party held lowed the presentation.
at him.
Saturday night in West Rockport
“Oh,” he whispered. It was like
for benefit of the Finnish Relief
a whistle of pain. “My head. Neck.
READ ALL THE NEWS
genuine Lnqrave^
Fund.
• Don't touch—”
THEN READ ALL THE ADS
Mrs. Taine whirled on the Inspec
tor.
"Quick,” she commanded.
"Get him out of there.” And she
JU Tba Lowool Prices la Hlstoryl
looked all about. "Where is Rab?”
’ fkoto
Li—
Visiting Cards
she cried.
LAZIEST IN THE WORLD
TOO paneled cards, choice of 4
Asa muttered through stiff lips;
size* and 30 stylet ol engraving.
his lips were blue.
"pHIS limpid looking little fellow feet which have hook-like claws—
PLATE INCLUDED, only — SMS
"Sorry, Mother,” he said, and
1 is just about the laziest animal the three toed having a trio of toes.
tried to smile. "He dodged in front
Wedding Announcements
Sloths spend their entire lives tn
in the world—sometimes he doesn’t
of me. I ran right into him. I
trees
—
usually
upside
down
with
or Invitation*
move for hours on end and then so
couldn’t help it,”
their feet clasped tightly round the
On white or Ivory stock—wed
slowly that one can scarcely see tbe branch and their bodies suspended
His lips closed and opened again.
ding or plato finish, inside and
"I couldn’t help it,” he repeated.
movement. This one, photographed below—feeding off the foliage, fruits
outside envelopes, and PLATE IN.
"We both dodged the same way.”
CLUDED_____________ 88.95
in tbe Panama Zoo, by a passenger and shoots. What little activity they
"I was going to town,” Asa mur
on a Peru cruise, made not one move indulge In is at night—when they
Social Stationery
mured. "But my headlights went
during the hour that the party was shuffle slowly from branch to branch.
Epedal styles (or men and women.
out as soon as I hit the road.
in the Zoo He's a Bradypus trldac- During the day they scarcely stir at
‘blue coal’ is the finest hard coal money can
A choice of lovely colors, mono
I came back to get a new fuse—’’
tylus, commonly known as the three all—sleeping rolled up Into a ball
grams and styles of engraving.
buy — especially prepared for home uae. It
$
His words were spaced widely;
toed sloth, who gained considerable scarcely discernible from the trees,
PLATE INCLUDED____________
burns
slowly,evenly
and
completely,hour
after
CLUE
COLOR
there were long pauses between
fame during the heyday of the cross for a greenish cast is given to thetr
82.25, 83.95 and ap.
them. His sentences came after
word puzzles through his shorter shaggy gray fur coats by minute
hour-cuts your heating coata to the bone! It’a GUARANTEES
Business
Stationery
tremendous intervals, with a curi
name—ai. The sloth looks a bit like algae which grow on the fur. This
America’a finest anthracite. Order today!
ITS QUALITY
800 business cards or Hammermiil
ous parrot-like quality, os though
an ape—with very little ears or tail camouflage Is thelr only means of
Bond letterheads, PLATE IN
he spoke from memory. And Tope,
but with long legs ending in curved defense.
CLUDED. only_________ S7.0S
ROCKLAND FUEL CO.
with a swift merciful instinct,
The Jones Family is all dressed up and are they going places in ‘‘Young
Telephone 72
-touched Mrs. Taine's.arm.
"Ma'am, you go in and call the As You Feel,” thc newest of the 20th- Century-Fox comedies. Here we
have
Dad
Jed
Prouty,
Ma
Spring
Byington
and
Daughter
June
Carlson
Doctor,” he said. "We’ll look after
taking a fling at Broadway.—adv.
"
;hini.. You
along.” ___.----- -
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WORK WONDERS

W1IY NOT ADVERTISE IN
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STATIONERY

IT'S NO

TRICK TO

KEEP

YOUR HOUSE NICE AND
WARM WITH

‘bine coal'

Courier-Gazette Want Ads Work Wonders
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Every-OtKer-Day

Down In St. Pete

VINALHAVEN

AFTERMATH OF ROCKLAND’S BIG FIRE

Devious Ways In Southern
Real Estate—A “Splen(Continued from Page One)
.•lerking for A. C. Hahn, grocer. A er was stationed nine hours at the
fur coats, and had no reindeer, but
riferous” Abode
portion of the grocery store is also hydrant in front of the Texaco
Santa Claus could not have been

MRS. OSCAR C. LANE
Correspondent

Page Fivfi

MARJORIE MILLS’ BROADCAST
If yon are interested in the welfare of a Household listen
to her Informative talk Monday, Wednesday, Thursday and Friday
at 1.30 p. m. Stations WNAC, WCSH, and WLBZ.

Dobbins’ Argument
Says a Trained Accountant
Would Have Prevented
Auburn Robbery

shown in the picture.

Augusta. Feb. 24.
Park Station. Camden’s 600 gal- i ■
(Editor of The Courier-Oazette:—
Gingrr Fruit Cup
Ion Seagraves engine, something5 If you get very bored answering,
Captain James Gray of the Cen
, ,
j the census taker's questions it may I One cup tart apples, diced, 1 cup
If the voters should choose anytral Fife Station is confined to his 1 radically different in type, pumped im<luce Patience to remember that I seedless grapes. halved. 1 cup ; one of the four Republican candihome on Otis street, ordered there! several
Water; our descendents a hundred years grapefruit sections.
cup chopped dates tor Oovernor, basing their
lor at least 10 days, as the result of [company’s private hydrant on from now' will probably flnd the 1 preserved ginger.
(choice on the value of the candi'J’0 mucb "sm°^e gating.’ tou
Lindsey street, Thomaston's 780 statistics of 1940 very quaint and j Combine apples, grapes and (date’s life profession, and the asset
.
„r„
the words of his attending physi-i
Fred Chilles. returned Saturday burg for many year»
been made safe and lhe stieet
gallon Buffalo pumper gave a fine amusing. You don't believe lt? • grapefruit and arrange fruit in 1 it would be to him as a Governor
cian. The average, spectator watch
Sprinkle with they would be selecting one of the
from Whitinsville. Mass.
Probably they snuggled up to- opened for traffic. The big market
account of itself, first drawing Look back to some of the reports sherbet glasses.
ing a fire little knows the discom
jotted
down
by
the
patient
census
ginger
and
chill
thoroughly.
Makes; following professions: A trained
Mrs. Josephine MacDonald enter- gether to keep warm At any rate will be open for business tomorrow
from the hydrant in front of
forts—to say nothing of perils,
six portions.
i accountant, a lawyer and two
tained the Antique Club Monday
lhey
and
as usual
Thorndike Hotel and later hook taker ln 1806 For instance.
which the firemen undergoes.
*
bankers.
MENU
Mrs. James Calder and daughter '
.
,
, .
.
...
! The Central Maine Power Co.
In 1808 Massachusetts produced j
ing onto The Courier-Gazette
Carolyn returned Saturday to Bos- , "e
’ hearts *‘th nothlnR performed the miraculous stunt of
It Ls of my opinion that If this
hydrant, directly In front of the 6 393 spinning wheels, valued at.
Breakfast
In the haste of preparing the, fire , wrecked building.
ton having been ln town to attend parllculttr to
they found com- opening a fully equipped salesroom
All engines $17,982 and presumably the women!
1
State
had a trained accountant
Orange Juice
and auditor in the Governor's
the funeral services for George Kay. : panienship mutually agreeable. One and division offices on the dot of story for Saturday s Issue many ; used Rockland hose with the ex who acquired them were as proud ,
Ready-cooked
Cereal
chair prior to the Auburn robbery
Muriel Baum returned to Belmont ' meeting led to ancther and soon the opening time Mcnday morning, be- matters were necessarily overlooked. ception of one line laid by Thom and pleased as we are with a new ;
French Toast and Syrup
that such an incident would never
Mass. Saturday. She was guest the lady learned that the man was in? located in the big comer store The promptness and generosity of aston.
piece of kitchen equipment. Hair
Coffee
Hotel block. Main|Geor8p Sleeper, proprietor of the
have happened.
I substantiate
financially
stable
and
not
at
all
cf
Thorndik'
past week of Carolyn Alley.
Lunch
Mid-Town
Cafe was our
one oi
of mem.|
them.! A greBt tbrong was jn the city powder was a frequent purchase '
|«
iu-iuwh vuir
this statement on the Investigation
Elder and Mrs. Newman Wilson averse toa second cruise on the mat- street at Tillson avenue.
jotted on shopping lists and pro-1
-Potato and Cheese Casserole
which uncovered the very poor acwho have been holding Latter Day rimonial seas, provided the lady met1 The Prudential office is doing Mr- Sleeper resides within a bis- , y ,sterday to view the ruins,
j ducing it a recognized trade. There
Toasted Bran Muffins
> . . .
I counting system they had and
Saints meetings in town the past hts specifications as to what might business with seme of Itsold equip- |cult s toss of the Temple and when
were sword makers ln New' England '
be desirable In the way of a second ment ^nd some new lnthe E. L. jhe found that it was doomed he ; Officers Austin Philbrook and
Ocean 3pray Cranberry
i which was responsible for much
week have returned to Jonesport.
though Virginia turned out the 1
Juice Cocktail
wife.
Spear apartment, directly over The foresaw the long, hard flght whichForest Hatch had thecold vigil of
of the missing money and led to
greatest number . . . 1,081 fine1
Philip Brown arrived Saturday
Cookies
The gentleman, in hls turn, learnej Ccurler-Oazette office.
Proprietor the firemen had. He Immediately watching the ruins
during the swords. The density of population
ithe discharge of a State police
for a few days vacation from Kent's
that hls ladv friend was also flnan- Goldsmith of Economy Clothes ordered 20 gallons of coffee and night hours, broken both Saturday ln 1790 was 48 persons per square
Dinner
j sergeant.
Hill Seminary.
saw that it was on the spot steaming and Sunday nights by outbreaks of
daily
“
well
fixed
”
and
it
was
plainly
Shop
has
not
definitely
closed
lieI do not know tf the State have
•Ginger
Fruit
Cup
Carrie Gray has returned from
mile and ln 1640 it will doubtless
evident that she a as desirable in gotlations for a new shop as yet hot.
i fire in the debris. Another wet
improved their accounting since
“Dutch Oven Dinner
Stonington and is visiting Mr. and
creep up to 44 persons per square
many other ways, besides being foot- though he Is considering two ex* * * *
down was given the smudge vesterbut I do know that If the people
Tossed Oreen Salad
Mrs. L. W. Sanborn.
Charles W. Sheldon took no day but wat?r was applied spar- mile. (Dont forget we've acquired
:
elect Mayor Frederick O. Payne
•Brown
Meringue
Cake
Ladies of the O A R. will meet
almost three million additional
With all this accumulated data at location. It Isunderstood that
I chances with the danger of the ingly to avoid seepage Into adja!for thelr Governor this State will
’Recipes given.
Friday night.
square
miles
of
territory
ln
that
their disposal as a basis for future Kennedy confectionery store will I southern Temple wall dropping Into ce-,t cellars.
have an adequate accounting sys
time, too.)
The Friendly Four met Wednes business, they soon arrived at a not rc;ume business, at least for his store He removed his records
«...
tem and the State will be run as
day for an all-day session with Mrs. j complete understanding and amerg- the present.
In case you re interested the
L° a safe place and locked the door, The building from which Masonic
a business and not as a political
Edward Philbrook.
‘until the danger was over.
Temple was fashioned, then known United States produces «2 per cent
er of interests and desires was,
a a a mad house.
Fox Islanders 4-H Club met Fri agreed upon without undue delav j
as Farwell & Ames hall, was de- °f the oil barrelled annually, owns
Conflagration Echoes
. • . •
Mayor Payne, an accountant by
day with Miss Ruth Kittredge at One thing, however, the lady insist- 1 The value of the Camden & Rock- I Thf "tail box in front of the streyed by fire June 4. 1878, having 68 percent of the automobiles, uses
profession, has as Mayor oi Au
her home with Leader. Mrs. Barbara ed on She informed her suitor that land Water Co.’s Juniper Hill res- Economy Clothes Shop was re- caugnt from the Central House fire 27.C90.0C3 of the 41.000.000 telegusta, be lanced the city's budget,
Nutting and assistant Mrs. Flora before she married again she would ervoir re-asserted itself during the moved from harms way early by in which a cracker pedler nar"cd phones and produces half the cotrestored all salary cuts and carried
Brown present. Tlie cooking girls have to bc assured of an attractive Masonic Temple fire as about half Donald L. Karl of the Post Office i George Studley was asphyxiated
j ton, 2 percent of the wheat and
out every point covered ln hls plat
(
____________
made Havana fudge and served it. and permanent heme right here in of the water poured onto and Into force.
almost half the oranges the world
forms
The sewing girls worked on projects. St. Petersburg, where they both the building came from that source,
1 enjoys.
Merle F. Dobbins
A privileged group viewed the
This club will present a Style Re might be happy and contented for The reservoir has a capacity of
There are more students In col
awesome
sight
from
the
top
of
the
view March 16 In Union vestry. the rest of their lives.
1 2.753.009 gallons, and the draft on
leges and universities than ln the
NORTHPORT
There will also be a program by the
This the gentleman considered and jt during Saturday and Sunday lofty Everett L. Spear b'oek ad
rest of the world put together and
jacent
to
the
fire.
When
the
j
Alabama
members.
thought a reasonable request. He lowered the supply between eight
If you'll cooperate with the gentle
Mrs. Mabel Kelley of Waterville
Connecticut
DeValois. Commandery K. of T, suggested that they look around a and 10 inches. According to Supt. Temple roof fell in these specta- ,
men who rings your doorbell we ll
is
guest of Mr and Mrs Elmer C
Delaware
meets Friday night
bit and see what the city offered ln McAlary a draft of 2,073.000 gallons tors felt the heat strongly from 1
have the greatest assemblage of
Oxton
the
ensuing
rush
of
flame.
District
of
Columbia
George Gray ls a surgical patient the way of a fairly modern and nice woujd iotter the surface of Mirror
facts ever collected by any people
Tlie Hume and Ctnirnunlty Wel
• • • •
Florida
at Knox Hospital.
looking house and agreed that if the kgke onjy one inch, so that the con-,
about th; things that affect their
fare Committee of Orand View
Not
a
cents
worth
of
damage
re:
Oeorgia
Mr and Mrs P O Calderwood lady found a place which suited her, tributl0n for the fire had the effect -ui,pd in ,hp
wel "are.
Grange will hold a benefit card
A&P store due to 1
Illinois
and daughter Urdine gave a party he was to buy it Immediately, and Qf Iowering u lws
haU an lnch "
party Monday night at the hall.
If
you're
wondrr'ng
what
all
this
the
precautions
taken
by
tlie
firej
Maryland
Saturday night in honor of Miss after the wedding, they could move j
....
This is to help a family, which re
has to do with die dally recipes we
men
in
trenching
the
seepage
I
Massachusetts
Mildred Brinkworth. Refreshments right in and get off to a good start
A chimney fire called the departcently lost its home by fire and It
found the above facts in a sheet
M.chigan
were served and games played, i on their second matrimonial venture mpnt tQ lhp Northend yesterday water to a well from which lt was ,
ls hoped a large number will at
from C. O Oleson of Mass. State
lilted
by
the
Water
Company
s
aux■
New
Hampshire
Those present were Audrey Coombs.
They looked at a lot of places and mornlng
of a - chaser" to
tend.
College
and
found
them
so
inter

iliary pump.
New Jersey
Isabel Ames. Ruth Kittredge. Pris- finally the lady found one which she |,efp the boys from getting rusty,
Mrs, Thelma E Wood has re• • • •
esting
they're
passed
on
to
you.
New York
cilia Coombs. Isabel Ames. Ruth said would be o. k. The man there....
DONALD
WOODS
could
easily
turned
h0"* “Iter being a medical
The position of three pumping
(Moreover the census takers re
Ohio
Kittredge Priscilla Chiles. Marion upon went down to the real estate The colored motion pictures made
be pictured as a doctor—though patient at Waldo County Hospital
engines used during the fire had ,
port
some
women
aren
t
answering
Pennsylvania
Brown Helen Dyer. Ellen Burgess, dealer who was advertising the by Wilbur Senter are awaited with
has never played such a part in Belfast.
been worked out far in advance of
questions willfng’y. and that really he
Texas
Jean Strachan. Carrie Oray, Astrid house for sale, and bought the place interest.
in his long and varied screen and Mrs
Brocks o(
the fire oy Chief Russell and Supt. 1
isn't
’
’
cricket
’
because
the
co’
stage career—but that is what
A
J
Vermont
Rosen. Carolyn Alley and Urdine ; for spot cash
....
ordinated facts will enable us to was going to be in those forma- ^and, N. Y., spent several days reNext day he showed up at the Fred m Bl<kington who is in a McAlary of the Water Company. !
Washington
Calderwood.
understand our national picture tive vears when careers are de- cently with her sister, Mrs. Willard
usual meeting place and sat down to <iass by himself when It comes to these locations to handle any fire .
West Virginia
cided upon. Economic misfortune. Thompson. Site returned Thursday.
in
the
business
section
and
not
better).
Wisconsin
wait for his bride He waited and handling heavy tasks, cast an aphowever, turned the trend. He
Th sisterhood Socieiv will en
NORTH HAVEN
S^hood Society will on
• • • •
And meantime, as no one needs had to go to work at once, unable .
waited. and then waited some niOTe. ’praising eye over the ruins Saturday rob hydrant streams too seriously.
Quebec
to tell you. we're right lucky to to finance an expensive medical l«flain with a galloping tea party ’
Mr . and Mrs. Chester Dyer are but the lady didn’t come. Finally he and failed to share the rather gen- Rockland s 757 gallon Mack pump- j
education, and he chose to pursue Saturday at 7.30 ln tlie Town haU.
live in the U. S. A., and you'll be
thought she might be down at the eral
|hat there was danger
in Boston.
the art that had been his hobby
Mrs. Harry Pterce has been
! reasonably lucky lf you try the
Church service was led Sunday ' teal estate office and returned there of the front wall toppling into the
ks
,?
™
’
•<»
“»'« •
*»•
i follow; ng recipes.
In response to hls inquiry the street -j am willing to wager,” said
n.ght by Mercedes Calderwood.
Manitoba, but removed to the bury. Mass., with friends and reiaDutch Oven Dinner
'Fred, "that a 60 ton pressure would
Myrtle Greenlaw and Hope Ames. realtor said:
Urtited States with Ins parents, tives.
Two to three pounds beef round, He attended the University of
"Sure, she was in this morning and , not move that wall off it's foundaThey gave an interesting message
Mrs. Cora Hodgden who has been
' rump or chuck,
teaspoon salt, '< California, where he joined the
from the Baptist Convocation which $ot her mone>’ and then I thing she t|ons •• Mr. Blackington recalls takPhi
Delta
Theta
fraternity
and
lU
ls
improved.
teaspoon pepper, 1 oup water,
they attended in Rcckland.
I was planning on taking a train ing down the walls of Watts block, ■
was exceedingly active in Little ;
—---------------North.
You
should
know
as
much
cup Brer Rabbit Molasses. 2 table- Theatre work. There is a strain of >
Mrs. V. L. Beverage returned
Thomaston, and how he listened |
SOUTH HOPF
the acting tradition in the family,
*n
amusemen, t0 the remark j
j spoons flour.
heme Friday from Knox Hospital. about her as I do. You bought her
&U"'SiS”dS!t?n^rE¥! i
O'«
Rub
meat
with
salt.
Sprinkle
Thc Knights cf Pythias and Py house yesterday
of some bystander that it would be j
It Embarrassed .Anna
with pepper. Brown on all sides lish actress of her time. He oo- | Wednesday afternoon with Mrs.
thian Sisters joined in celebrating
necessary to use dynamite. The
An item in tonight's local paper
, in hot fat. Place ln a Dutch oven tained work with a stock com- , Fred Merrifield,
Washington’s birthday with a cos
ease with which Fred did the job)
Woodbury ^nnond has re
and add water and molasses. Cover pany in Long Beach Calif the i
tume ball. Many went in costume concerning Charles Dewey, one-time was an eye-opener to the crowd.
later explaining that ne I
(and simmer two to three hours. manager
and the young and old enjoyed to financial adviser to Poland and once Another Thomaston fire Job which
hired Donald because the lad ap-, covered from recent illness,
of the U. 6. Treasgether all the old-fashioned dances. under-secretary
1 Remove meat and thicken stock peared in dirty slacks and ragged
Miss Charlotte Robbins was home
. .
. ,
...
.
i he did was the taking down of the
ury.
brings
back
memories of the1
••
The prizes went to the ’’bride and
with flour. Carrots, onions, pota clothes for his interview, ana the (rom Farmington Normal School
time we occupied his former home 'chimneys after the Prison conflawas struck with this va-1,
.
grocm," the "groom'' being none
toes and peppers can be placed ln manager
nation from the usual over-1for
holiday weekend,
in Oreat Lakes. Ill -nie house had «Katlon' As ,0 the r'm°val of
ether than Elizabeth Oreenlaw;
Dutch
oven
with
the
meat,
about
dressed,
be
-s
patted
actor
who
|
Miss
Olenlce
Lermond was guest
from
fire
ruins
—
that
ls
right
down
while the bride. Olive Curtiss, with 22 rooms and eight baths, a ballroom Fred's alley. He has the gear and j
40 minutes before meat ls done.
usually applied. Donald played in iast Tuesday night of her brother
and
a
private
lake
well
stocked
with
one company or another, and in
her slender figure and white apparel
Brown Meringue Cake
the very necessary knowledge of
nearly every city and town. He,®*’111 ln Unlon
made an appealing bride. Honor black bass. Its walls were hung with how to use it.
One-half cup shortening, two- made his Broadway debut in1 Miss Ethel Merrifield passed the
heavy
silk
and
we
slept
in
a
bedroom
able mention should be made of the
thirds cup sugar. 2 egg yolks, ltj
Singapore,” but later returned to weekend with her parents, Mr. and
Gold dust twins and "Aunt Jemima" taken from a French chateau
Merrlfleld. Mrs. Edwin
(cups sifted cake flour, 2 teaspoons stock work And wu in Wlia. in Mrs
Fifty or more Knight Templar (
and
reassembled
as
a
part
of
the
Denver, with the Elitch s Gardens
with her partner dressfd in a clown Great Lakes home. There was a, uniforms were destroyed In the fire
baking powder, ‘i teaspoon salt, company, that he was “discov- j Lermond of Union called Wednescostume.
The orchestra, with
’i cup milk, 1 teaspoon Bakers cred" (or pictures, hls initial rol« .day at the LitlleAeld home,
stairway ascending from the library and wlth them the «lass cabinet
"Frank" giving all lie had with the !
Vanilla Extract. 2 egg whites. I‘k being in “As the Earth Turns. ! Miss Katherine Cassidy of Owls
n hiind which contained the prized Masonic
hnw
“Trfl” with
IHp rimme.
tllf4 m£LStFr S DCuTOOlTl 3110 <1 D11T1Q
has played feature roles in„._,,.
..
boa, ira with the drums and
i relics once the property of the late
cups brown sugar, H cups walnuts, He
over thirty pictures since, besides Head spent a few days the past week
"Mellie" tickling the keys, made door m the reception hall.
, Albert I. Mather The few Sir 1
Paradise Beach, aald by world travelers to be the finest bathing beach
chopped.
returning to Elitch's regularly for with her cousin, Mrs. Clifton O'Neil,
the crowd step to the oldtime tunes
nf'"
jaJe ' Knights who happened to have their in the world. Is still the favorite morning rendezvous for visitors this
Cream shortening and sugar and stage engagements. He also does
Mrs. Ellen Rolfe of Head-of-thewinter to Nassau, In the Bahamas. Here swimmers stroke through the
stir in egg yolks. Beat until light a good deal ot radio drama. Cur- Lake ls caring for her daughter,
clear blue waters of the Gulf Stream and afterward lie on the cool coral
’>«•and fluffy. Sift flour, baking E^rX’.iJffSi3io?.p«," «'«•>"” -w sand under the morning sun until neon when they are served luncheon
____________
I wall and disappeared completely into lheir BOOtl fortune.
st their chairs shaded by rainbow colcred beach umbrellas or tall palm
powder and salt together and add ican Spitfire.”
a
room
we
never
knew
existed.
Tlie
i
ter
“Lock, here, one of your reporters
An interested observer of Sun- trees.
alternately with milk to the
door swung back into place and left .
has misquoted me''
us staring at a blank wall. I think day s operations was J. Manley Patcreamed mixture, beating after
“Yes, so I see. I believe the speech —
__ —
terson, a member of the Hallowell
each addition. Add vanilla and
should have started, T-er-that is, we were far more surprised than ne. department who always has a
pour Into greased pan (9x164
The
house
was
assigned
to
us
as
I think-er-I-er-ahem'.”
inches). Beat egg whites stiff but
living quarters and we lived there friendly interest in Rockland. "The
‘ETERNALLY YOURS’
for aboiit two vears It was by far jboys did a
J°b in saving the
not dry and then gradually beat In
BRONCHIAL
the most splendiferous place we ever Havener block.’ was his comment,
brown sugar. Fold ln the nuts
and then pile lightly on top of the
had. I had to have a special allow and one to which everybody prompt
batter in the pan. Bake In a mod
Jltko
ance of 13 tons of soft coal per ly assents.
• • • •
month to heat It, and two negro
erate oven (360 degrees F.) for
At least 2.000 persons now know
.
&
Janitors were assigned to the place
about 45 minutes or until done.
that
there is no bridge crossing the
to stoke the furnace, keep the win
Cut In squares and serve.
qu
brook which runs between Spear
Potato and Cheese Casserole
a cold affects your upper bronchial tubes dows and floor clean, etc. We had
-V
'
— REMEMBER it takes MORE than one Swedish maid named Anna and and Olover blocks, emptying into
Three cups creamy mashed po
"just a salve!” You need to rub your she was a whiz. I had to pay Anna Lermond's Cove. That is the esti
tatoes,
salt
and
paprika.
%
cup
chest, throat and back with a warming,
I
"
) uutaii have all tlie lutuituuavunifudaaiMl
soothing •'counter-irritant” like good $15 per week and she certainly mated number of people who tried
grated American cheese, 2 table
old reliable Musterole which penetrates earned it. One day Anna's husband to get back onto Main street, below
spoons
melted
Land
O
’
Lakes
but

lilraaarM
lliel Miami uffrra El Iton.oUuru
the outer layers of the skin and helps
break up local congestion and pain. Its broke Into the house when every the fire, by that method.
ter,
1
tablespoon
minced
parsley.
1
allufd*
eicelleal
farilitiea aud n tealrally
• • • •
soothing vapors ease breathing. Used by body was away and stole all Anna’s
egg white, rtlffly beaten, grated
millions for over 30 years! 3 strengths:
Tlie
fire
caused
a
tremendous
lorated just a whisper from all atliriliet.
Regular. Children’s (mild) and Extra clothes ln an effort to get her to re
American cheese.
Strong, 40f. Hospital Size, $3.00.
turn to him. It didn't succeed but traffic congestion on Union street
Season the mashed potatoes with
'ike rtlea are well within )our vacaliaw
Saturday and Sunday. It would be
it embarrassed Anna.
salt and paprika. Add' the gTated
liudjet :s« artialitalb (taiuthed and drew
idle
to
estimate
the
number
of
The Flying Birds
cheese, meltel butter and minced
fated ronoswithvomliiiialionlahand shower
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Bostell Bird, sightseers who came into town on
parsley. Beat until very light, fold
who are flying through Florida, via the two days, 10,000 to 15.000 being
hath from II 50 single. $4 00 douHe. Allracin the st‘ffly beaten egg white,
automobile, alighted here briefly regarded as a conservative guess.
d»e season rslet quoted upon reqursl Die
heap ln mound in greased tin.
• • • •
Wednesday.
After engaging an
Dust with additional cheese and
modern sir cooled coffersliopisfsiuoutfiit line
The
Salvation
Army
not
only
apartment cn Fourth Street, North,
brown In quick oven.
Inal at moderate pricea El I ximodars Cock
they dashed back to Tampa for a served refreshments at the barracks
Saturday
evening,
but
at
9
o'clock
dinner with Dr. F. B. Adams at the
tail IxHuige it always a popular rrndesvoua.
Columbia restaurant Wednesday Adjutant Seaver and his helpers
Under the Personal Direction
night. Thursday they are expected went into the fire zone with more
JOSEPH H ADAMS, MANAGER
to return here for a chort time be coffee and doughnuts. On the Job?
fore continuing thelr journey further Yea. verily.
YEAI
• • • •
South. Mr. Bird reported meeting
The
old
picture
of
Masonic
the Ayer-Gregory party on the
streets of Orlando earlier in the Temple shown in Saturday’s issue
week and said they were on the way held special interest for Deputy
South via the East Coast and would Sheriff Harry D. Phillips. The
S. W. fllSl ST.
return North via St. Pete and the horse shown at the left was one he Loretta Young and David Niven find the road to romance ln Walter

Howard MacFarland Jr., and William Peppard. who have been guests
of relatives in town, returned Saturday to Belmont. Mass.
The Alkaseltzer Club met Saturday with Mr. and Mrs. Fred K
Coombs for supper and cards.

j
,

St Petersburg, Fla., Feb. 22. [ more welcome.
It all started on one of the famous I
• • • •
green benches when a middle agea
The A.&P Super Market was enwidower from somewhwe
North tirely undamaged by fire or water.
i
j but the management kept the store
mft a lna,urp ®nd 'eD attractivi cjos?d yesterday and today until the
widow who had lived in St. Peters- northern wall of the Temple had

rtr

CAREER ITORY

Spying Auto Plates

AT STRAND WEDNESDAY-THURSDAY

this winter

ss

Seed Sown Here
Falls In Fertile
Soil, Insuring a

Bountiful Harvest

West Coast.

had driven hundreds of miles while

Wanger's “F.trrnally Yours," tht new comedy.—adv.

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Tuesday, February 27, 194(L

Page Six

Every-Other-Day

during the illness of thelr father
ments were served by Misses Jessie during the installation ceremonies
Elmo Crozier.
and Betty Taft. Others present
Mrs. Merton IH. Quinn of Waldoln this column no,
Washington's Birthday was fit toAdvertisements
were Mr. and Mrs. Taft, Mr. and boro is at the home of her brother
exceed three lines Inserted once foi
ftftftft
tingly observed Friday by Fred A. 25 cents, three times for 50 cents. Ad
Mrs. W. V. Tabbutt, Mr. and Mrs.1 and sister-in-law Mr. and Mrs. Oiftftftft
ditional lines five cents each for one
NEW International Furnaces, direct
U3MO.CBAMRVY
Norwood Woman's Relief Corps. A time. 10 cents for three times. Five
cm.-nayff HABIMQM
Fred Eaton, Mr. and Mrs. Harold vel F. Williams, recovering from
Boston shipments to your home anyemail words to
Une
Correspondent
program
of
readings
was
given
by
where
Three registers Installed *110,
Correspondent
Armstrong. Mrs. Lowell and Pris-'-njuries sustained in an automobile
OonuuiJurMh—
tive registers Installed $130
All types
ftftftft
Mrs. Addie Wentworth, Mrs. Nellie
ftftftft
ftftftft
cilia and Frank Taft.
accident Friday night.
heating Representative will call Write
Vxlay SUPERIOR HEATING. 16 Morn
Alexander,
Mrs.
Emma
Torrey,
Mrs.
Tel.
Miss Oertrude Hanley returned
Nathaniel Stone was the surTfl. 713
Tel. 190
ing St.. Portland. Me. Terms $5 monthEllen Bohndell, Mrs Stella Simon
ly Phone 3-8617__________________ 23'25
Saturday from Vinalhaven having prised honor guest at a party celeFURNITURE for sale, living room set.
Miss Mabel Wall is at hom8 from ton. Mrs Effie Salisbury. Capt.
A Farm Bureau card party was spent the school vacation there with brating his birthday at hls home
Mr and Mrs C M Spruce spent
dining rocm ret. library set. etc MRS.
held at the home of Mrs. Donald her grandmother Mrs. Flora Ames.j Thursday night. These attending Sunday tn Bradley as guest.s of Mr Attleboro, Mass , to spend the school Emest Torrey and lastly Mts. Ca
BLACK leather sheep-llncd glove lost WM GRADY, 23 Maple St.. Tel. 833
Wedncsdsv near Park St
BILL PAY- _____________________________________ 25-26
Farrand Saturday evening. Honors Miss Lucille Dolliver passed last wpre Mr' and Mrs Dana S,onc' Spruce's parents Mr. and Mrs. Ezeb vacation with her parenU. Capt. cilda Cain who was dressed to rep SON.
ftt Sim's Lunch. Park St
25-27
FRIENDSHIP sloop for sale. 26 ft ,
! »nd Mrs. S. H. Wall. Tlieir other resent Martha Washington. Capt.
in Bridge went to Arthur Bowley. wcek with her parents. Mr. and Mrs., daugther, Rose M. Conti and son Spruce.
CANVASS-covered
dingy
found
Satur
 good condition
FRANKLIN COMFRY,
Torrey
also
played
several
selections
day
EBEN
KENNEY
11
Union
St.
2 Dwight at.. Thomaston, Tel. 79 24»26
Mrs. lloyd Rhodes. Edward Baxter Qarficid Dolliver, returning Sunday Rl?hard' Mr
and Mrs Ralph
Wednesday and Thursday the daughter Miss Hazel Wall was here
City. _______
25-27
on
the
violin.
Lunch
was
served
PEKINESE puppies for sale, full
Hugo Eckman. Mrs. F. Richards. Le- t0 Her teaching duties in 'Richmond. Thorndike. Mrs- Theodore Clukey, Comique Theatre offers "Oulllver's I from Belfast to spend the holiday
from tables attractively decorated
BLACK leather coin purse contain blooded, reglstred In AKC. New York.
Mrs.
Carrie
Philbrook.
Mrs
Nina
land
weekend
with
them.
May
be seen at 38 STATE ST . city
ing
sum
of
money
lost
Prld-v
near
land Blackington. Mrs. Frank FitzMiss Lena Shorey who spent the ,
__ _ __ . a full length motion pic- j
Travels'
in the patriotic colors, with minia Knox St. Thomaston; reward PARKER _______________________________
24-26
gerald and Harry Levensaler; "63 past week at her home here re- winchenbach and Mrs. Stone. 63 Lurf
technicolor, also selected Tlie Baptist Ladles' Circle will
24«26
ture cherry trees as a centerpiece DEAN, Lincolnville Tel 6-21.
TYPEWRITERS, adding machines and
to Jonathan Gardner and Chinese turned Sunday to Portland.
j provided amusement ior tlie c'c';stlort featurettes. Today "The Re- meet "Wednesday afternoon at the
cash registers for sale, to let and re
MALE, tan and black loxhound lost paired; new and rebuilt direct factory
and at each end and small hatchets
Checkers to Mrs. Jonathan Gardner
The Knox County Fish and Game I ning and refreshments were served. tprn qJ. Dj. x„ with Humphrey Bo- home of Mrs. Minetta Paul. This
answers to name of "Boy"; |10 reward agents; ribbons and supplies for all
as favors.
ALDEN WATTS. Warrell
23-25 makes at lowest prices; will purchase
Mrs Weston Petrie returned Wed- Association will meet Thursday
Mlss Blanche Henry arrived home gart #nd Wayne Morris is thc fea- .active organization is already busy
MAINE GETICE
At a special service Sunday night
NOTICE -Is hereby given ol the low good used machine*
nesday to South Portland, having night in Warren Supper will be 3alurday from Calais to spend a
wtth plans for its midsummer fair,
deposit book numbered 31993 and SUPPLY CO 22 Llndscj' St. Tel 807
at the Baptist Church, echoes from of
____
________________________________
25’2?
tho owner of said book asks for dupli
spent'several days with her par- served by Ivy Chapter. OES and 'ataUo'1
hpr fan'“y
m
,
The Baptist Ladies' Circle will the date of which has been anE-E’LAT alto saxnphoiir for sale, good
the Convocation held last week at cate In accordance with the provision
ents, Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence Hahn, there will be pictures for the eve-1 Tllr meet*ng 0 Ma> ower einp e j )wjd gn ajj day meeting Wednesday nonneed as July 24.
of the State Law
ROCKLAND SAV condition. $25
STIRLING MORSE.
tlie First Baptist Church in Rock INOS RANK by Edward J Hellier. 344 Main St.
25 27
Mrs Alonzo Spaulding went Fri-I ning's entertainment.
Friday night will be preceded bv at the church parior. There is work . Schools reopened Monday after a
Treas Rockland. Me Feb 27. 1940
land.
were
given
by
those
attending,
EXCE1 LENT buy — 1636 Standard
Hav to XoXTon for a few days
Mrs Forest Stone entertained in- sup'*r served by Mr* Orare An’ to ke done d quilU. A covered week s vacation. At the High School
25-T 31 Chevrolet
touring -edau trunk heater.
St with h r on a id dau iter- n-formally Friday afternoon, compli-,d™' Mrs Ada ChadWlck and Mrs' dish dinner will be served at 12.30 the Ubrary Club has designated Mrs. Mildred Easton, Mrs. Diana
$250 Actual mileage 33 000 EROLD
HOLMSTROM,
146 (South Main St. city
visit with her son and daughter in i(
.
—
- • - - Olive Brazier.
'
whtch ,hc husbands of members thts week as 'Donation Week" and Pitts, Arthur K. Walker. Mrs. C. V.
Rr&zicx*
__ ___
25'27
law Mr and Mrs. Robert Spaulding (mentlng her guest Mi« Carol GritOverman and Rev. C. V. Overman.
TURNIPS lor sale. 400 bu good wlnwould be glad to receive gifts of
are
invited
Thursday Club met. with two | «ths. of Foxboro. Mass. The guests
afwrnoon enW.
t' - turnips at 45 cents bu Guaranteed
Miss Marjorie Yattaw lias re
Gilbert Beattie of Thomaston, books for tlie school library from
not woody or strong Also young horse,
tables in play, at the home of Mrs., were Mrs. Clayton Staples. Mrs.
good worker, single or double
MURtaining at her home ten girl friends. who lias been visiting his aunt and anyone who may have one or more turned from a visit with relatives
DICK W CRAMER Rt. 17, Washington.
Frank Grant. Prizes were won by! Richard Feyler. Mrs. Frederick DenR I RED chicks for sale TEL Wal
_ i-I.—.
vi 'Betty Lou Seekins. Patricia Roes, uncle. Mr and Mrs. Ralph Davis, to contribute. If so desired, they in Hingham, Mass.
24-26
24-tf
doboro 153
r r Ricrffprn Mrs W B D i nison. Mrs. Elmer Ingalls. Mrs. ElMrs. Lila Place of Bath was guest
Mrs. E. R. Biggers. Mrs. w. a.
1
_
Wrc
~ro, Gwendolyn Jackson. Lois Hastings. and Keith Beattie of Thomaston, will be called for at the home if
1937 Ford coupe
__________
__
pe for sale actual mlleCLEMENTS Chicks "stand
the__gaff"
>n like new DYE318
D
reduction because
15.000. condition
Gray and Mrs. Stanley Macgowan. | bridge Orafton. Mrs. Forrest GrafMarjorie Cushing
becauai
Sunday of Rev. and Mrs. C. V. ol heavy profitable production
Mrs Edwin F Lynch will be hos- ton and Miss Dorothy Starrett. Miss
Elimt Jean Smg v“re.Ua who has been with his aunt. Miss the school is notified. There are.
they have years of finest breeding be GARAGE. 54 Park St . Tel 124-W 23-25
Overman.
hind them
Customers report excel[undoubtedly, many friends of the
BOSTON terrier lor sale, registered
tess to thc club next Thursday
Griffiths returned Saturday to Fox- Jean EUtol' Jean Cusiuni' Virginia Lillian Davis, have returned.
lent results. You can get them too female, six months; prettily marked.
Officers and teachers of the Bap- Pullet
tess to tne ciud next inursaaj.
.
Smith and Jean Crie. A jolly aftchicks ln all breeds Write Apr MRS E A MATHEWS. Tel 9-2. Union.
Mr. and Mrs Archie Plaisted school who have books which are
Rev. and Mrs. Hubert F. Leach boro.
I ernoon of games resulted in prizes
ti|^ Church School will meet Friday free complete catalog
CLEMEfri>
25*27
have moved from Chestnut street to of no further use to them, which
BROTHERS FARMS. Rt 33. Winterport
Tlie public card party under the
_
and daughter Mildred and son. Ed
night
at
the
parsonage.
HEAVY duty 8-lnch circular saw for
Me
.
„___.
.. being won bv Jean Elliot and Owen- Bonnie Brae street.
I they would be glad to contribute.
sale, also heavy duty 8-lnch Jointer
of Williams-Brazier Unit
win. went Thursday to Portland to auspices
Charles Collins has returned
SC R I Red Chicks for sale, hybrid plainer; 2 h. p single phwe 110-220
, . . .. .
,'dolvri Jackson for pinning the pipe
Mrs. J. O. Hutchins will be liasMiss Roberta Holbrook was at
and hybrid roosters U S pul volt motor with counter shaft and
see their other daughter. Miss Olive'held last night at the home ° i
p,,^. Jean
for un_
from Community Hospital where pullets,
lorum clean M M KINNEY. Thomas pulleys; all are ln perfect condition.
tess to Fridav club this week at lier home from Gorham Normal School
1 oach who is a student at Maine Mrs. Charlotte Gray was —
______—. tying knots. Marjorie Cushing for|home
.
he was a medical patient for a few ton. Me.. St Oeorge Rd , Tel Tenants CARL E FTtEEMAN. Qlcncove. Tel.
Leach.
is
-Iame|there
one table of oUvCCSosUl
contract
cn Elm street
to spend the weekend with her par
Harbor 56-14.
18«27 Rockland 103____________________ 18*20-tf
days.
General Hospital.
Mr and Mrs. Amos Pitcher have ents. Mr. and Mrs. Fred Holbrook
six tables of auction, two of 63'. two a •««nW«d word contest. Lois
D&H hard coal. egg. stove, nut.
Albert Condon returned to Fair
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Welt and
$14 50 per ton. del Household soft coal,
Miss Susan
of the High son'Ro^tTc^^nt^v
Sunday with Capt.' games of checkers and one of ana-1 Hastily. Nancy Libbv and
ir- returned from New Bedforet Ma^
$8
per ton. del Lumpy new River soft,
haven. Mass.
?
H
,
— .
, , ginia Smith for a guessing game. where they were called by the schooi facully returned Saturday day with her parents, Mr
89 per ton. del Ask for swap for caab
’
John Murley He had spent the grams in play. Prizes were awarded *
tickets
M B & C. O PERRY. 519 Mala
re Pitcher's
Pitrhpr’< brother
hrothpr . ' f,rom
___ _________
Marjorie Cushing for carrying death of Mrs.
Kingman -uwhere she lias been W. E. Whitney. .
St , Tel 467_________________________ 14-tf
weekend with his family, coming to at contract to Mrs. Lucille Taylor.
, ,,
,, .
~
beans on a knife and also in an
Mr and Mrs. Kenneth Weymouth spending a vacation and is now at
HARD coal for aale, Jt4»; Pocahonattend the launching at the Morse at auction to Mrs. Marion Grafton.'
Miss Fern Whitney and Miss
TYl tas soft lumpy. •9;
Iry fitted
ROOMS to let at 15 Orove St
yard.
Mrs Marguerite Treat. Mrs Sarah ^"“tlon contest, and Patricia and son of Clinton were guests Sun the heme of Mrs Nora Eaton.
PAULSEN. Tel
23-tf wtx>d. $10
J. B
Leoline Wilson, who liave been 579-W, MRS FLORA COLLINS
day
at
the
heme
cf
Mrs
Oeorge
Thomaston
62
Decora14-tf
Miss Cora Robinson entertained Montgomery Mrs. Amy Brewer. Mrs..
a”°'J™''*’1
x/illik«m
Betty and Howard Crozier of spending a week at the home of
TWO-room furnished apartment to
____J
HARD wood per foot, fitted. 81.25.
let. hot water, lights, bath TEL 1148
_ .
.. ,
. „
s xre
tions of red. ^nite and blue were Mdinten
Rockland are at the home of their Rev. and Mrs. J. W. Hyssong at 23 Cedar 8t
at a costume party Saturday night Evelyn Moody and Forest Grafton.
25*27 Sawed $115. long, 81.05. M. B. 4k C O
Roy Abbott is visiting Mr. and grandmother Mrs. Minnie Crozier.
PEKRY. TeL 487
14-tf
Brunswick, returned home Sunday.
EIGHT-room house to let on Fulton
celebrating the brithdays of Mr.
“63” to Mrs. Doris Maxey and
. ’
T* i *
t
k
■ cellar sWed
y>o month.
and Mrs Alden Wade. Tlie honor Warren Knights, checkers to Weston
Lynch ln servini refresh‘ Mrs James Laverie, South Union.
Mrs. John Whalen of Rockland is I St
water paid. Tel. 1017-J, 10 Fulton St .
Mrs. Clara Fogg is visiting Mrs
McCobb assisted Mrs. Goodwin in caring for Mrs. Clayton Witham and 1DA Barier______________________ 23-u
guests were presented with gifts Young and Orville Williams, and ‘
5
• • • .
Effie Logan in Winterport.
APARTMENT, furnished and heated,
conducting the games and serving infant son at their home near
and the evening was spent socially. anagrams to Mrs. Nina Leach. Fruit1
Christian Endeavor Play
to let at 14 MASONIC ST
23*25
Orman Goodwin. Jr. entertained
Ballard
Park.
refreshments.
The
punch
and
cookies
were
served
to
refreshments being served.
to! Tickets are being checked at Mc- a group of young friends at a party
SUNNY front room to let Quiet and
A musical afternoon was enjoyed In central location Inquire 28 Ma-on.c
At the meeting of Megunticook
guests were Mrs. Genella Wiggm. conclude the e’er, ng A good sum
for the play ■ .gunny Acres" in honor of his sixth birthday FriFURNITURE wanted to upholster,
St . MRS HENDETt-bON25*27
called lor and delivered T. J 1 LEMby
members and guests of the
Mrs. Annie Wade and daughter, is thus added toward the Auxiliary's to
presented Friday night at 8 day afternoon at the home of his Oran«‘‘ Wednesday the program
HOUSE to let In downtown section; ING, 19 Birch St . Tel 212-WK 25-tf
Blanche. Mrs Jennie Leach and dental clinic fund
I o clock at Watts hall by the mem- parents. Mr and Mrs Orman Good- wU1 consu>l 01 a <“scu»ion of the Twentieth Century Club at the price moderate TEL 493 W weekdays.
AMBITIOUS, reliable man or woman
9-12 and 1 to 4 p. m.
24-26
wanted to supply customers with fa
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Wade all
General Knox Chapter. D AR.
Qf thf
win. Thae present were James warrant for thc comin« town meet’ meeting of the Club Friday at the
FURNISHED apu-:;m«nt to let
in- mous Watkins Products in Rockland.
home of Miss Marion Weidman, quire 11 JA-MES ST
of Camden
»'iU meet March 4 at 7 30 at the sU>ry of
play
Conjure up
15-tf No Investment.
Business established.
McGrath, Judith Crawford, Robert l ulg
With
30 present. The proKlTCHENErTE apartment to let $3 50 Earnln«\
,we<*£
The W.C.T.U. met Friday night home of Mrs. John O. Stevens in your mlnd the picture of a
Witham. Beverly Burgess of RockMrs. Kenneth Holt of Ro&iindale cram about
feature/4 Ur. Vfavhello
.
week lights and water included V F
t*' >
‘
lured Mrs May belle Strong studley. 283 Mam st. Tel 1154 20-tf
24*25
at the home of the president. Miss Rocxland.
place ln the counlry thc dream. land, David Brcwn., Willis Monroe Maas., ia visiting her parents, Mr.
pianist Of Rockland, her numbers I FURNISHED apartment to let three HOUSEKEEPER wanted for elderly
Margaret Crandon.
Mrs. Clara
Mr. and Mrs. M. T. Simmoni a- - farm of mpst ewry cUy dweUef Carol Ann Rollins. Douglass Green and Mrs. R. W Jamieson,
including a Chopin group, selections
s‘ndTSS“^M^t“Ky he,ud;a.1f? MUND0XND1Xs’'vm.m,!^n*3 2^6
Sawyer read articles written by rived home yesterday after a week gen^ the fragrance oi new-mowr. and Chariton Ryder. Mrs. Blanche
Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Joy of North
by
Liszt
and
as
an
encore
a
Spanish
OPEN power boat wanted. 22 to 27
Mrs. Augusta Christie. State presi- spent in Washington. D. C.
FOUR room apartment with bath to
.......... ............. ■■■
Haven are visiting his father, Capt.
feet long with motor. A. L ANDEKdance composition. Two musical let. furnished or unfurnished, heated SON
dent, and published in the “Star of | Mrs. Winfred Tabbutt of Augusta honest-to-goodness folks, and then terday afternoon from the resi- Charles Joy.
Camden______________________ 24-26
Apply 7 Elliot 3t . Thomaaton. TEX 24
games afforded much enjoyment,
15-tf
SMALL houae or farm wanted in or
the East
A paper on the referen- arrived Sunday for a visit with her you-jj know xhe setting of this dence for Alfred K Ludwig, who
Mrs. Hollis Drinkwater is UI at one a quiz and the other a love story FOUR-room apartment to let. all near Rockland to rent, or would con
dum was presented by Mrs. Edith daughter and son-in-law. Mr. and charming play.
sider buying
Write "C-C" care Tho
died suddenly Friday morning at lier home on Harrison avenue.
and prizes in these ,ere awarded SSS'w.,,^’ rei
"{ft, Co"M%t»e
“
25*27
| olen uixon straight from the his home on Beechwood street.
Richards, and the membership plan Mrs. Orv el F. Williams.
Mrs. Fred Kimball is a patient at Mrs. Harold Spear and Mrs. Amy t lower apartment to let. comer
CAR wanted, ln good condition,
was explained by Miss Crandon. A
llliams-Brazier Unit American c|ty with hls cilaract(.r house-keep- j Mr. Ludwig was bom in Rockland Community Hospital.
cheap Fords not considered. Tel 355.
MUler. Refreshments were served i w»rren »udd Mai
Main Sts ; hot
water heat
Hamilton
29 HARVEYS 116 South Main St
25*27
membership committee of Mrs. Legion Auxiliary was well represen- er. buvs Sunny Acres cxpecting t0 April 23. 1875. son of (Jacob and
The annual silver and dues tea under the direction of the picnic ] Chestnut st, Td 986-j.___________ 12-tf
POSITION wanted as housekeeper or
Priscilla Moss. Mrs. Clara Sawyer, led at the Third District Council make a living from it. He is soon Helen F. (Kimballi Ludwig,
23*25
artments to let care ol children TEI. 1282 W
Mrs. Edith Buzzell‘ and ' TelTWO
unfurnished apartme
of the W.C.T.U. will be held March committee
Mrs ■mreu
«»-M. ELLA COLLINS. 25 North
Mrs. Nina Leach and Miss Jessie meetin" held at Wiscasset Friday disillusioned and readv to call quits
Near survivors are his wife, Mrs.
POSITION wanted as housekeeper;
Mrs.
Effie
Veazie.
Thf
Club
will
Main
st
5
at
2
o'clock
with
Mrs.
Mildred
14-tf neat, good plain cook, references
E.
Stewart, was appointed. Ten new afternoon, those attending being whcn by chance hp he>rs the trg. Flora Ludwig, a daughter. Mrs. JenRhodes at her home in Rockport, meet next Friday at thc liome of furnished rooms to let. destr DODGE. 9 Berkeley St Rockland B3*25
members are required to attain thc Mrs. Sadie Chapies, Mrs Eunice ditional story of supposed hidden nie L. Kenniston of Warren, three oues for iM0 will
ec.
able location. MRS. A. C. JONES, {
ONE ol tbe largest and beat known
received at this Mr- Oladvs •Heistad with
Ave, TeL 576
126-H stove and furnace companies doing
quota for this union. A basket was Morse. Mrs. Carrie Carroll. Mrs. treasure on his farm For a brie.' sons. Edward. Alfred and Ralph timc
nic Thompson as reader
— busmens on national scale wants local
salesman to sell all styles of stoves,
planned to send an ill member. Fri- Emma
M^ EdnaYoung, moment he toys with the idea of Ludwig of this town, and a sister.; Hayden. Geneva and Ruby Martz
Hans O Heistad returned Mon
lurnaoes. air conditioning systems,
day is to be observed as Temperance Mrs. Olne Brazier. Mrs. Olive Fales. a wUd get-rich-quick .scheme that
Mrs.MarySkey. ofWarren.
I havo returned fremBurkettville
electric washing machines etc ; Inter
Day in the schools, and Rev H F Mrs. Margaret Spear. Mrs. Letitia win make~ Sunny Acres the meet, I Rev H F.Leach of theFederated!
view Will be arranged Write "K", care
NOTICE OF FORKCLOSCRE
J
The Courler-Gaiette_______________ 23*2S
where they passed a week with rela
Leach will speak at the high school Starrett and Mrs. Katherine Risfor a horde of treasure seekers. Church officiated at the funeral and tives.
WHEREAS Isaac Berllawxky of Rock- (•*******«.*«**&
EARN and learn 12 young men and
land
In
the
County
cf
Knox
and
State
w
women wanted to leam practical famiat 1 o'clock on that day.
teen .the latter coming to the meetin tbe cast are Charles Simpson the bearers were the three sons and
The board of directors of the of Maine, by hls mortgage deed dated CALL Rockland Sanitary Service for tng
LAKEVIEW
AGRICULTURAL
Miss Aicada Hall returned Sun- mg from Bath where she now re- Lillian Thurston. Edward Thurston the son-in-law, Mr. Kenniston In- Chamber of Commerce meets at 5 December 16. 1932 and recorded In deoendable hauling waste and ashes SCHOOL Rockville.
23*25
Knox Registry ol Deeds ln Book 234, ARTHUR ADOUHSEN Tel 1399 14-tf
PATIENTS or elderly people wanted
dav to Sanford to resume teaching sides.
Leah Tillson. Howard Miller. Ma-.ie terment was in Thomaston ceme- o'clock Wednesday at the Select dl¥ee die S?A Thorn-! SKATES sharpened. H H Crle Co
reitd
v,?d' Malne-, n°w, de' ! for quickest service leave at 406 Main to care for ln my home MRS NELLIE
duties, having spent a week's vaca-, Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Crawford Clark. Harriett Tillson, Elaine Ris tery>
S^th? hCu?d^Ome^Wt^tdl“dt I St -jr^noor CRIMS Iron ahop.
2-tf GROTTON. 138 Camden St.. Tel 1091-W.
men's Office.
21-tf
tion at her home here.
j Mrs. Nathaniel Andrews. Mrs. John teen. Glenice Carney. Walter ChapThe Methodist Ladies Aid will Pleaaant Gardens
________ ___
_
______
_
WASTE and ashes removed reasoneo_____
called.
In the
WATCHMAKER — Repairing watches
The birthdays of Richard Lowell Tillson. Mrs. Percy Studley. Mrs. man. Pauline Burnham. Carolyn
Economy Clothes Shop will open meet Wednesday at 2 o'clock with City of Rockland. County of Knox and »ble rates dependable service STAN clocks, antiques all kinds CaU and
State ol Maine, and bounded and de HALL. Tel 311 or call at Hall s service deliver. S ARTHUR MACOMBER. 23
and Matti Kahonen which fell on ; Olive Brazier. Mrs. Alexander Wil- Elwell is book-holder and Mrs soon in a new location.
All Mrs. Charles Burgess.
station. Main and Winter Sts
scribed es follows, to wit:
17-tf Amesbury St . Rockland, Tel 956-J
the same date, were gaily celebrated son and Ezra Sholes attended the perron the coach. Music will be spring merchandise ordered not yet
lot numbered seventeen (17)
14-tf
MEN Women1 Oet Pep. New Ostrex
Thornton Thorndike spent the ooBeing
Count}- Road, so called, containing tonic tablets contain tonics, oyster ele
Saturday night at thc home of Mr installation of officers of Georges provided by the Little Symphony received. Watch this paper for loca- weekend in Burkettville.
five thou-end nine hundred five (5905i ments. stimulants for pep and vim
square feet, more cr lets, ea shown on
and Mrs. Edwin W. Taft. Oyster ; River Lodge. K P. and Crescent Orchestra.
tion of new store.
24-26
The open Slalom Race, the only plan of E N Sheffield. Civil Engineer, often needed after 40 -by bodies lack
Legal Notice
ing Iron, calcium, phosphorus. Iodine.
• • • •
River road. Mr. Lowell aud Mr Temple. P. S. in Warren Fridav
May 1921. and recorded ln the Vitamin Bl Oet package Ostrex today
scheduled event of the Carnival dated
Knox County Records, Book 3. Page Call write C H MOORE A CO
STATE OF MAINE
16*26
Kahonen received numerous gifts night. Mrs. Studley acted as grand
Alfred K.
Notice to taxpayers of Thomaston, which was not held, was run off 48. and
and a birthday cake and refresh- I senior and Mrs. Wilson as pianist
KEYS! Keyal Keys! Keys! Keys! Keys' Knox. »
WHEREAS Leola T Wiggin of Rock
Funeral services were held yes- The town books will close March Sunday afternoon at the Snow Bowl
To the Honorable Justices of the Su
land aforeaald and Lena E Draper of Locks repaired. Keys cut from code
6-tf perior Court, next to be holden at
ln the County of Norfolk and H H CRIE (k CO . 328 Main 8t
I. 1940. All unpaid taxes will be with 33 contestants. Don Mac- Canton
Rockland
within and for the County
Commonwealth of Massachusetts are
- I of Knox, on the first Tue-day of May,
come delinquent in the town re Naughton. ski coach at the Univer the duly appointed and legally quali
A
D
1940
fied Administratrices of the estate of day irom New York where he visited
Sherman L. Baton of owl s Head, ln
port. George E Olllchrest. Tax sity of Maine won in 27:4 Second said
Fred A. Thorndike and
r>„ir ol
Ui . ! Lhe Oounty ol Kfiox and State of Maine,
Leola T Wiggin and Lena st.
Collector—adv.
33A25-26 place went to William Eldridge of E WHEREAS
Draper Administratrices of the es his son Rolf al Biooklyn and his respectfully libels and gives thu HonBangor, ski instructor at the Snow tate o< said Fred A Thorndike on the adu.nrer Mr Carleton Cole it 0
™b1married
'' Court to Ethel ‘M
“formed:
that
he
was
Eaton at
Scarsthirteenth day of April 1938 assigned
Bowl; time 27:7. Third. Richard said
(I
mont
In
the
County
of
Waldo
and
mortgage to Lena E Draper, which Oilrrialn
vaaaaio. u. i.
sute of Mlllnr_ on the 12th
&
Fcilows, Fcnobacot Valley Ski Club, assignment was recorded ln Knox
April A D. 1914; that they cohabited
Registry of Deeds in Book 240 Page 150,
In
this
State
after
thelr
said
marriage;
28:6. Fourtli, John Hughes, Hallo and
that your libellant has ever been faith
Team Standing
(Hegular
WHEREAS the condition of said
Economy Clothes Shop will open ful
well, 28:2. There were entrants mortgage
to hls marriage obligations, but
has been broken.
W L. P C.
AU
I
that
the said libelee haa been unmind
Ave. from Camden, Rockland. Augusta.
soon
in
a
new
location,
NOW, 1 HEkEFORE by reason of the
$84.95 Value)
Youngs, 34 14 .706 19.295 462.4
breach of the condition thereof. I. the spring merchandise ordered not yet ful of the same; that on the first day
Portland. Belfast Wiscasset. Hal said Lena E Draper, claim a foreclosure
of March A. D. 1926 she utterly de
Fells.
your libellant without reason
26 23 .542 18.942 473 6 lowell, Thomaston and Bangor.
of said mortgage
received. Watch this paper for loca serted
able cause and has continued said ut
Dated at Rockland. Maine. February
Hastings, 26 22 .542 18.740 468 5
tion of new store.
24-26 ter desertion for three consecutive
S. 1940.
years next prior to the filing of thia
Elliots.
25 23 521 18.738 458.4
LENA DRAPER
libel
Economy Clothes Shop will open
19-T-25
Graftons. 16 30 B75 18.482 462.1
Wherefore your libellant prays that
AMERICAN
ALLIANCE
scon in a new location.
All
a divorce front the bonds of matrimony
Marks,
IS 33 .313 18.644 456.1
INSURANCE COMPANY
between
himself and thc said libelee,
spring merchandise ordered not yet
NOTICE OF FORBCLOSURE
1 Liberty St.. New York. N
may be decreed
League records: Young 573, Marks
WHEREAS Annie 8. Berllawsky of
ASSETS DEC 31. 1939
received., Watch this paper for loca
And the libellant further alleges that
145; Elliots 2563, Youngs 535. ElliotsRockland ln the County of Krtox end
used reasonable
and Bonds.
$9 139.151 22 he lias
.
--------------- diligence
----- — to
tion of new store.
24-26 State of Maine, by her mortgage deed Stocks
332.558 77 ascertain the present residence of said
Cash In Offlce and Bank,
Marks 4954.
dated
December 20. 1919 end recorded Agents' Balances.
149.507 47 libelee, but ls unable to do so. and
STAY YOUNG ELECTRICALLY are words that
In Knox Registry of Deeds lit Book 184 Interest and Rents.
Match results: Hastings 3. Marks
29.862 00 doe* not know where It Is.
can be known only to the woman who lives electriDated at Belfast, Maine. February 2,
INSURANCE CO. Page 91. conveyed to Cleveland Sleeper
3; Elliots 3. Graftons 3; Felts 3, TRANSCONTINENTAL
of
Rockland
aforesaid
a
certain
lot
or
New York, N. Y.
Oross Assets.
$9,651,079 46 1940.
call;/. And why not you!
parcel of land, together with the Deduct Items not admitted.
SHERMAN L EATON.
Youngs 3.
816.898
22
ASSETS. DEC 31, 1939
buildings thereon situated ln satd
Libellant.
83.135,084 33 Rockland, and bounded and described
Here’s the greatest value we’ve ever had in an
High totals match: Young 5C9, Stocki and Bonds.
Waldo, ss. February 2, 1940 The said
Admitted.
*$8,834,181 24
1.199.093 33 as lollows. to wit:
libellant made oath that the above
Grover 537, Shields 537. Rcbbins 517^ Cash In Office and Bauk.
EASY Washer. Regularly it sells for S84.95 but
LIABILITIES
DEC
31.
1939
BBOINNINO at the southerly side of
Agents’ Balances.
239.958 67
allegation as to the residence of the
Bills Receivable.
5,144 63 Linden Street, about fifteen (15) feet Net Unpaid Losses.
$157,992 00 libeloe ls true
Roes 5C0.
during this special sale you save $23.34—costs
Interest and Rents.
12.141 12 from the corner of Scott Street, at Unearned Premiums.
1.909.763 54
Before me.
Singles: Young ,136-124-119, Shicldj All other Assets.
.1.755 08 corner of land of France* E Hurley; All other Liabilities.
252 500 00
you only $61.61.
H C BUZZELL.
thence ln a southerly direction by Cash Capital.
3 000.000 00
Justice of tho Peace.
129-115, Newbert 125. Orover 125,
Gross Assets.
$4,503,177 14 said Hurley's land about seventy (70) Surplus over all Liabilities. *3.513.925 70
Clothes are washed quickly and easily in this
STATE OF MAINE
Hastings 124. K. Feyler 124, Dana Deduct Items not admitted. 236.240 16 feet to land of Dora F. Metcalf: thence
(L. S )
big full-size tub with EASY’S gentle 3-zone wash
by said Metcalf's land and land ol Total Liabilities and
Knox, ss.
123. Howard 121. Felt 119, Foley
Surplus.
$8 834.181 24
Admitted.
$4,356,927 98 Elijah -Hall about one hundred twentyClerk's Offlce. Superior Court,
ing action. All the way from top to bottom you
• On thc basis of Dec 31. 1939 market
five (125) feet to land of C. F. Wotton.
LIABILITIES, DEO. 31. 1939
117, Roes 114, Vinal Ml. Roper 110,
In Vacation
formerly of Robert Farris; thence by quotations for all bonds and stocks
get a thorough scrubbing that delights the user
Rockland.
February 12. A D 1940
Net Unpaid Losses.
$40,226 82 said Wottonts land about seventy (70) owned, this company's total admitted
Grafton 110.
Upon the foregoing l.IBKI, Ordered.
Unearned Premiums.
524.405 60 feet to Linden Street, thence by bald assets would be increased to $8,964,745.24
with snow-white clothes.
230,600 00 Linden 8treet about one hundred and policy-holders' surplus to $6 644.- That the Libellant gtve notice to said
Every match for the week ended All other Liabilities.
Ethel M Baton to appear before our
Cash Capital.
1.000.000 00 twenty-five (1251 leet to thc place of 48970
22-T-28 Superior Court to be hc'den at Rock
up
in
a
tie
for
points,
all
being
3
to
3.
Surplus over all Liabilities, 2.543,695 56 beginning, subjert to prior mortgages,
COMPARE THESE FEATURES:
land. within and for the County of
Virgie Young's average for the
and
Knox oti the tlr«t Tuesday of Mav A.
Total Liabilities and
WHEREAS Clet eland sleeper on the WARREN FARMERS' MUTUAL FIRE D. 1940, by publishing an attested copy
second half to date is 106. and Guy Surplus
64.356,927 98 ninth day of April. 1627 assigned said
INSURANCE COMPANY
of said Libel, and thts order thereon,
25-T-31 mortgage to Fred A. Thorndike late of
Warren. Maine
Robbins is right up in there with
three weeks successively in The Cou
Rockland. Maine, now deceased, which
ASSETS. DEC. 31. 1939
rier-Gazette. a newspaper printed In
103 for the second half. Hastings’
assignment wa. recorded ln Knox Cash In office and lAnk.
$6,381
70
Rockland In our County of Knox, the
AND DEPOSIT COMPANY Registry of Deeu. In Book 173 Page 299,
team bad high total for thc week FIDELITY OF
last publication to be thirty days at
M.IRYLAND
and
Oross cash assets.
$6,381 70 lea t prior to satd flrst Tuesday of
Baltimore, Maryland
with 2400. Young's was next with
WHEREAS Leola T Wiggin of Rock
May next, that she may there and then
LIABILITIES DEC 31 1939
ASSETS, DEC. 31, 1939
land aforesaid and Lena E. Draper of
In our said court appear and show
2387. This is the first time in the
Net cash assets.
$6,381 70 cause. If any she have why the prayer
Real Estate.
$2.022,773 00 Canton ln the County of Norfolk and
last six matches that Young's team Mortgage Loans.
38.00000Commonwealth of Massachusetts are Premium notes subject to
of said Libellant should not be granted.
assessment.
18.495 75
8tocks and Bonds.
19.172,50049tbe duly appointed and legally quali
ARTHUR CHAPMAN.
dropped below 2400.
Cash In Office and Bank.
2.a37.29i uo fied Administratrices of the estate of Deduct all astesments and
Justice of the Superior Court.
said Fred A. Thorndike, and
payments.
1.849
58
Agents
’
Balances.
1.540.978
05
Individual
Record
—
Top
Ten
A
true
oopy
of
libel and order of
Phone today for a demonstration without obli
Interest and Renta.
54.03696 WHEREAS Leola T. Wiggin and Lena
court thereon.
Strings PF.
Ave. A11 other Assets,
Balance due on premium
69.81131 E Draper. Administratrices of the es
gation. This special offer is made for limited time
MILTON M GRIFFIN.
tate or said Fred A. Thorndike on thc
notes.
$16,646 17
•
Clark.
Young ......... ..... 90
9263
102.9
only.
WITHOUT ELECTRIC PUMP $51.51
Virgil E. Hills, Secretary
Oross Assets.
$25,485,44387thirteenth day of April 1938 assigned
19-T-25
■said mortgage to Lena E
Draper,
Robbins......
93
9112
22-T-28
101.2 Deduct Items not admitted. 202.064 49 whtch
assignment was recorded In
Shields........ .... 35
3166
99
Admitted.
>25.283.359 38 Knox Registry of Deeds in Book 240
Page
151,
and
Felt .............
90
8840
98.2
LIABILITIES. Dec. 31. 1939
WHEREAS the condition of said
Net
Unpaid
Losses.
mortgage
has
been broken.
8827
Grafton----- .... 90
'65.105,226
93
98.1
Unearned Premium...
NOW, THEREFORE by reason of thc
6.330.396 51
ROCS ............ .... 80
7813
97 7 All other Liabilities,
2.292,941 25 breach of the condttlon thereof, I. tbe
Capital,
2.400,000 00 said Lena B. Draper, claim a fore
86
(Ed. Elliot....
8298
97.8 Cash
POWE
Surplus over all Liabilities, 9.154,794 69 closure of said mortgage.
Btrout.......... .... 85
97.5
$3.90 monthly
Liabilities and
Orover
.... 90
8769
974 Total
LENA E uRAPSR
fiurr-iU'!
$35,383.359 38
8ft
8043
Uncli
94.7
25-T 31
19-T-25
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SHIRLEY T. WILLIAMS

FOR SALE

:

a

•LOST AND FOUND •

;eggs AND chicks:

:

** s

to let

•

hard

•^*♦**♦**••••••••••••••♦•••■••♦■••11
:
WANTED
:

iovely

^PDIK POE 387. Nwork. N j.

gram if a

| hay enJoy the n<.ighboriiness of

csiumiiu, werc served m oll bu,ner c A

tar. t_r.,ioy.i Heistad with Mrs. Fan- Talbot

MISCELLANEOUS ♦

Ludwig

While they last

damrhtcr sirs, oarieton voic at
I

Thomaston Bowlers

Only ^61. Ol

PJ.

You Save *23.34

• MASSIVE STREAMLINE WRINGER—new lever
reset with self-adjusting pressure—double bar
release—roll stop.
• ALL-W’HITE—big white porcelain enamel tubother parts in matching, color-fast, chip proof.
3-layer EASY-namel.
• LIFETIME TRANSMISSION—Quiet and endur
ing. Scaled in oil for trouble-free operation.
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Mil.50 down

Uma INE

CENT ral

MMMY

BUV^

8293

s Oat*! *7 Rockland, Maine, lehruary

Mu/raos

SELLu/^A

WANT-ADS

Every-Other-Day

Rockland'Courier-Gazette, Tuesday, February 27, 1940
Maurice Keith Allen, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Charles Allen of this city
city, and Miss Edna Louise Pierce,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Orlando
Nye of New Bedford, Mass., were
united in marriage Thursday after
noon at the Methodist parsonage in
Rockport. Rev. N. F. Atwood of
Mrs. Damie Gardner lias as guest, ficiated using the double ring serv
Miss Christine Norwood of Auburn. ice. They were attended by Mr.
and Mrs. Arnold Allen.
Mr. and Mrs. Scott Kittredge, who
were called here by the death of Mr.
Mr. and Mrs. Edward F. Glover
Kittredge's brother, Raymond Kit entertained eight friends at dinner
tredge, have returned to Washing and cards on Friday eveing in ob
ton, D. C., having been the guests servance of their 20th wedding an
of Mr. and Mrs. Charles Emery. Due niversary. Mrs. Glover received her
to an accident to their car during guests wearing her mother's wed
last week's severe storm, they pro- ding costume.
ceded from Dover. N. H. by train.
Richard Marsh was homc from
Mr. and Mrs. Kittredge were unin
Gorham Normal School over the
jured ln the accident.
weekend.
Rev. and Mrs. Ouy Wilson and
Alfred Greenlaw ot New Britain.
Mrs. H. V. Tweedie are attending
the Augusta District Conference in Conn., spent the weekend at hi;
home on Talbot avenue.
Waterville.

Page Seven
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Mr. and Mrs. Wyman Foster and
daughter Louise, who have been
guests of Mrs. Foster's parents, Mr.
and Mrs. F. W Fuller, have re
turned to Portland. They will go to
Bangor March 15, where Mr Foster
has a new position.
Mr-, and Mrs. Frederick Rice, who
havc been passing the weekend with
Rockland relatives, havc returned
to Portsmouth, N. H
•

The Methebesec Club met in the
Community Building Friday after
noon with 33 members answering
roll call. The Vice President, Mrs.
Alice Jameson presided in the ab
sence of the President. After a
short business meeting the program
was then in order. The short sub
ject was an interesting paper on
“perfumes" written by’ Mrs. Louise
Ingranam and read by Mrs. Etta
Stoddard. Mrs. Ingraham being un
able to be present due to the illness
of her mother, Mrs. Emma Shaw.
Then followed three very flne
papers—the flrst on Fontainebleau
written by Mrs. Maude Blodgett, the
second on Versailles written by Mrs.
Ida Dondis. Mrs. Dondis concluded
her paper with an original poem on
Versailles. The third paper was
written by Mrs. Louise Orbeton on
Oardens and Fountains Pictures
were shown during the reading of
the papers. Miss Caroline Jameson.
Miss Mabel Spring and Miss Edith
Bicknell, each spoke extemporane
ously giving out further interesting
items concerning the subjects of
the afternoon.

Economy Clothes Shop will open
scon in a new location.
AU
spring merchandise ordered not yet
received. Watch this paper for loca
tion of new store.
24-26

The Diligent Dames of thc Con
Maynard Dean of Portland was
gregational Church have invited
the weekend guest of Mr. and Mrs.
members of Rounds Mothers Class
Charles Emery.
and Grapejuice Girls to be tlieir
guests at tea Thursday afternoon
Mr. and Mrs. tyalter Gay, who
at 2.30, in thc Church parlors.
have been visiting relatives in this
city and Warren, have returned to
Mrs. Jeannette Dunton. who has
Norridgewock, where Mr. Gay is
been ill three weeks, is slowly im
principal of the high school.
proving.

Edward Peaslee came front Kent's
Hill School Thursday, to spend a
four days' vacation with his parents.
Dr. and Mrs. E. W. Peaslee. He had
as guest, Robert Bacon, a fellow
student of Brattleboro, Vt.
Mrs. Albert Everlcth has returned
to Portland, after visiting relatives
here over the weekend.

Neal Little has returned to NewYork after a two weeks' vacation
spent at his home on Broadway.

Edwin Libby Relief Corps met
Thursday with Mrs. Eliza Plummer
I in charge of the supper. At the
business session, Mrs. Amanda
Choate, who has been ill since tlie
! first of the year was reported as
gaining. Thc program consisted of
a talk by Rev. Herman Winchen
baugh. a piano solo by Mrs. Ida
Huntley and assembly singing of
I 'Columbia.'' Mrs. Inez Packard will
j be chairman of the beano party
j next Thursday and Mrs. Ada Payjsen will be cliairman of housekeep, ers.

SENT TO

THE

YOU

Tlie newly installed officers occupied thc chairs at the Friday
night meeting of Golden Rod Chap
ter, O.EB. Mrs. Clara Curtis was
installed as Martha by past patron
Milton Griffin. Sandwiches and
coffee were served in the banquet
hall after the meeting and a sccial
hcur enjoyed. This was the last
meeting to be lield in Masonic
Temple, before it was destroyed by
fire.
A birthday party was given for
Miss Arlene Crockett at the home
of her sister Mrs. Mike Grigor Sat
urday night. Those present were
Mr. and Mrs. Mike Grigor, daugh
ter Katherine and son Robert;
mother, Mrs. Albert E. Crockett;
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Crockett, Mr.
and Mrs. Arthur Crockett. Mr. and
Mrs. Maynard Crockett and soil.
Misses Georgia and Pauline Stevens.
Musical entertainment was fur
nished by Arthur Crockett. Games
werc played and refreshments were
served. A joyful and happy evening
was spent.

ON

SENSATIONAL!

AMAZING!

BENDIX
AUTOMATIC

HOME LAUNDRY
SuccDttor te the Washing Machine

SOAKS!

WASHESI

This And That

Seven Piano Pupils of Mrs. George

Give

Program Rieh

in

Artistry

and Classical Worth

By K. S. F,

Mrs. Donald P. George
presented a group of seven
of her youthful piano
pupils in recital Friday
evening in her home. These
quotations from the short
paper read by Edwin iLcach show
liow aptly lt prefaced tlie program:
■’Because of the difficulty of most
compositions of the great masters,
nearly all tlie classics are too hard
for us to play. But occasionally
there are to be found smaller num
bers within the grasp of young stu
dents like ourselves. Chopin, the
greatest of all composers for piano,
delighted in writing difficult skips,
too large for our small hands—whole
compositions of scale passages, such
as tax the endurance of our great
est pianists. However, there are a
few simple nocturnes, and several
preludes, two of which Marjorie
Cushing will play this evening. Bee
thoven wrote mostly in orchestral
form, his sonatas being a rigid test
of the best muscianship. The 'Ron
do' from the Sonatina played by
Grace Paulsen is a simplified form
of the rondo ln sonatas.'
The program follows:

Tlie Woman's City Club of Boston
has purchased the Ronald T. Ly
mans property at 39 Beacon street.
This club is 27 years old and has
I more than 2300 members. The new
property will give thc club adequate
. room for more permanent guest en
tertainment and is a beautiful
j property.
• • • •
When Igor Ivan Sikorsky, thc
aviator and designer, arrived in
America from Russia he had so little
money that he had to live on less
Mr. and Mrs. Warren A. Vlmer (nee Alma F. Annis)
than $1 per day. Hc chose beans as
A very pretty wedding tack place great favorite with the younger set. his steady and staple diet and
Thursday night at 9 o'clock at the During the present school year she thrived.
• • • •
home of Mr and Mrs. Cecil Annis has been taking a post graduate
The
Lewiston
Evening Journal
in Simonton when their daughter j ccurse.
has
a
charmingly
versatile mem
Mr.
Ulmer
is
connected
with
a
flllAlma Frances Annis became the
ber of the stall in Alice Frost Lord.
bride of Warren A Ulmer, son of ! ing station in Rockland.
Besides Mr. and Mrs. Annis and It is never wise to skip her depart
Mr. and Mrs. Edgar Ulmer of South
Thomaston
A decorative color Mr. and Mrs. Ulmer, parents of the ment for there is much to be
scheme of pink and yellow was car couple, those present at the wedding learned frem her instructive pen. Paper.
Edwin Leach
ried out in the living room where were Mr. and Mrs. Henry Pendleton She has been constantly at it for | Largo
Handel
years
with
a
inind,
sweet
and
en

1
James
Olllchrest
the ceremony was performed by Rev. and son Philip. Mr. and Mrs. ClarThe Fair
Gurint
N F. Atwood. Using thc double*lng ! ence Taylor, and Mrs. Marion Wing dowed with a brilliant imaginative Don Voyage,
French iFulk Song
Nancy
Libby
humor.
One
finds
great
delight
service.
I of Camden. Mr and Mrs. Harry WilMy lady -. Garland,
Cld English
Beethoven
The bride, lovely in a gown of pale [ son and Miss June Wilson of New- in following her trends of tliouglit. Rondo,
Orace Paulrcn
•
•
•
•
blue net and carrying an arm bou- tonville. Mass.. Ralph Coombs, Jr.,
Thc Nightingale.
Kullak
Edwin Lcacli
No one knows hew many Chinese
quet of Talisman roses, was attended of Quincy, Mass., Mrs Harriet
Bounce.
Handel
by her sister. Miss Irma Annis, who’ Counce of South Thomaston. John are In uniform in the armies scat
Jean Olllchrest
Wollcnhaupt
also wore blue net. Thc groom had; Curry. Miss Arlene Hills and Harry tered over the great country but Etude.
Payson George
Chapin
as best man hls father. Thc wed Smith of Rofckland. Mr and Mrs. China has appealed for money to Two Preludes.
Nouellozza,
Godard
ding march was played by Philip Guy Annis and daughter Evelyn, provide 3 090jOC!) garments for
Marjorie Cushing
Duct Anltra s Dance,
Grieg
Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence Miller and front line soldiers.
Pendleton of Camden.
Jean and James Olllchrest
• • • •
Immediately following the cere son Ralph, and Mr. and Mrs. Darrell
And an added number was the mili
There is a many-leaved harbinger
mony the couple left for South Pound.
tary i march. Taps < Engelmann i,
Thomaston where they will reside The best wishes of a host of friends of spring that comes through
here and elsewhere follow thc young Uncle Sam's pcstman about this played by Jean and James.
for the present
Handel's Largo, the opening num
Mrs. Ulmer is a graduate of' couple to their new home —From our time. It is thc seed catalogue
Rockport High School '39. and is a. Rockport correspondent.
Opening it one is plunged into ber. set the mood of dignity tiiat
colorful gardens and the choicest characterized the entire recital,
vegetables. , It says. "Have pa thoroughly enjoyed by an appre
AMES-LURVEY
T Club met Friday night with Mrs.
tience.
the warm days will come." ciative audience. Among the older
Earle McWilliams.
Picnic supppr
friends of the pupils who werc able
At
a
quiet
wedding
in
the
Meth

and sewing.
Johnny: "I'm tired of going to to be present were Mrs. William J.
odist Church Saturday night Miss
Tobey, Miss Lucy Rokes, Mrs. War
school, Daddy."
Elmo Crozier is ill with pneumonia Faith Lurvey became tlte bride of | "Why?" asked Father
wick Vose. Mrs. Charles A Creigh
George M Ames, Rev. Ouy Wilat his homc oil Hill street.
I "Oh," said Johnny, "It breaks up ton, Miss Jessie Crawford and Mrs.
.eon officiating at the single ring ! iny day so much."
Stewart.
ceremony They were attended by
• • • •
Thc bowl of lovely spring flowers
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Post, members
Minnesota has enough |>eat fuel on thc piano was a gift from Miss
G 1 A P H ! < ’ S
p- .of the family and close friends be to last 15,00 years if burned steadily Letitia Creighton tor the recital;
COMIQUE
ing present.
up to that tunc.
and Mrs. Oeorge wore a corsage if
The bride was attractively cos
• • • •
talisman roses and acacia presented
tumed in a tecl blue dress, wiUi
The cameras have stop]»cd grind
THEATRE
i to her by thc pupils. Jean Cushing
TH P51?
matching accessories, and wore a ing at thc Charlie Chaplin studios
helped in receiving and welcoming
ccr> ige of talisman roses. Mrs. and the new picture "Tlie Dicta
the guests, and with thc other girls
Another Big Hit Week
Pos; wore a dark green dress and tors" will now havc careful finish
and
boys in serving fruit punch
WEDNESDAY THURSDAY
matching accessories, and a cor ing and perfect joining for the
and cakes during the social hour
Hip. Hip. Hooray, It's on the Way
sage of pink sweet peas.
stage and thc expectant public.
afterward.
• • • •
Following the ceremony, the
“Gulliver's Travels”
Individuality marked the program
Fishermen
claim
they
can
de

couple left on a short wedding trip,
Full Length Motion Picture
In Technicolor
and upon return will go to Metinic, j termine the weather accurately by sheets, Marjorie’s cover decoration
Seleited Short Featurettes
where Mr Ames is In the fishing "listening" to the mus:el beds at a yellow song-bird, Payson's a lyre,
Quohog Bay. If one visits a mus Grace’s roses. Jean's and James' a
business
TODAY
sel bed at exactly low water, then ship, Nancy s a keyboard, and Ed
Mrs.
Ames
is
the
daughter
of
Fred
Hc Killed To Live ...
and
for a few seconds only do the win's elfin figures bearing the G
Lurvey.
and
Mr.
Ames
is
the
son
of
And Lived To Kill!
mussels “talk.'' If the following Clef and F Clef. Each cover also
Mr. and Mrs. Benjamin Ames.
“The Return cf Dr. X”
day is to bc flne and clear each had Grace Paulsen's lilting lines,
HUMPHREY BOGART
W £ Jones of Medford Hillside, and every mussel in thc ted emits ' When music in your heart is singing,
W AYNE MORRIS
Mass., and Albert C. Jcnes and son a distinct and actually piercing thc gift of happiness it's bringing ';
TONITE
( ASH NITE. IBM FREE
cf West Acton. Mass., arc here to whistle, but If thc day is to bc dull and indeed it ls a cherished gift
Two Drawings
Two Winners 1 attend thc funeral of their brother, or stormy they remain mute.
of happiness they all brought to
their listeners.
James Jones.
Heard on Ih? ocean after tli.r
recent storm, "Where s my wanMr. and Mrs. A B. Gray and Mr.
dering buoy tonight?"
and Mrs. George Gray of Warren
Connoisseur: "I havc a Sar- were guests Sunday oi Mr. and Mrs.
gent painting in my home.”
Frank L. Newbert:
Friend: "That's nothing on m?.
I havc a general hovseclcanlng in
Prizewinners at last night s meet
mine."
ing of Monday Niters were Mrs.
• • • •
O. B. Brown. Mrs. Forest Hatch.
THE KAUGBDY MAN
Mrs. John Mills and Mrs. Austin
O thr Raggedy Man! Hr work. Irr Pu;
T K'.'z^-xs,
An' hr's thr goodrst man every you Huntley, and consolation to Mrs.
saw!
Cecil Murphy Thc door prize went
Hr comes to our house every day.
I An' waters the horses, au' feeds rm to Mrs. Brown. Mrs. Hatch will be
hay;
An' hc opens thc shed—an' wc all Lst next week’s hostess.
laugh
he drives cut our little old
wobble-ly calf:
An' nen—e( our hired girl says he ran
Hc milks the cow fer 'Llzabuth Ann
Alnt he s' awful good Raggedy Man?
Raggedy! Raggedy! Raggedy Man!

Mrs. Emma Meservey observed
her 80th birthday Saturday, enter
taining a group of friends at a de
lightful party. Tlie hostess served
sandwiches, cake and ice cream.
Shs was thc recipient of some lovely
gifts. Those attending were Mrs.
Wood, Mrs. Smith, Mrs Pinkerton,
Alice, Betty and Helen Pinkerton,
Mr . Lett Hataden. Leona Wellman,
Mr. Eula Gerrish and Mary Ger
rish.

Mr. and Mrs. Robert Joyce, who
havc been visiting Mr. and Mrs.
Elbridge Simmons, havc returned
to Swan's Island. Mr. Joyce was a
participant in the memorial service
at tlie Universalist Church Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs.
of South Union
Monday night
and Mrs, Franz

Raymond Carleton
were dinner guests
of Mr. and Mrs.
Butler.

Miss Clarie Rackliff wlio is ill
at her home Is celebrating lier
birthday tomorrow and would be
pleased to receive cards from her
friends.
Alumni and students of Castine
Norma] School will have a banquet
at the Copper Kettle Thursday
night. Members of tlie faculty are
expected.

Mrs. Clara Follett lias returned
to her heme on Grace street after
spending a few weeks at Resthavcn.
Mrs. George Jackson and son
William havc returned trom Rum
ford where Mrs. Jackson was called
by the death of lier stepfather,
Michael Ryan.
Supper chairman at St. Peter's
Church Saturday night will be Mrs.
Margaret Decrow, assisted by Mrs.
Sara Thcmas, Mrs. Ella Hyland,
Mrs. Jennie Haskell, Mrs. Lucy
Bucklin and Mrs llildred Mack,
Mrs. Josephine Perry will be in
charge cf thc dining room and
Mus Catherine Rice cashier.

Miss Pauline Brackett has re
turned to her duties in Damarlseotta where she is a nurse in the
Lincoln County Memorial Hospital,
after spending one week's vacation
with her parents Mr. and Mrs. I. F.
Brackett on Broad street.
Mr. and Mrs. Osborn Ripley en
tertained Saturday night at thc
home of Robert Barham, the oceulon being the birthday of their
son Fred Ripley. Those present werc
Mr. and Mrs Ames. Mr. and Mrs.
Raymond Stockwell of Camden, Mr.
and Mrs. Vinal Daily. Mr. and Mrs.
Fred Riplev, Mr. and Mrs. Osborn
Ripley and Robert Barham. One
of the features of thc evening was
a special dance by Mr Barham who
is 92, after which refreshments
were served.

Today and Wednesday

CHARUE CHAM
IM PANAMA
-SIDNEY TOLER

Thurrday

itcJoHeafanafy

Plus Tally-Ho, $25
Coniitig Soon
"GONE WITH THE WIND"

When

RINSES THREE TIMES!
DAMP-DRIES CLOTHESI

W'y. Thc Raggedy Mnn he's 1st so
good
Hc splits thc kindllu' an’ choops the
wood;
Ah' nen he spades In our garden, too
An' docs most things at beys can't do!
He clumbed clean up In our big tree
An' .-hooked a' apple clown fe me—
An' bother n. to. fer 'Llzabuth AnnAn’ nothern'. too. fer the Raggedy Man
Alnt he a' awful kind Raggedy Man
Raggedy! Raggedy! RaBJccy Man!

-and all you do is flip a switch
. . , THAT'S ALL! Your hands
never touch water when you do
your washing in an automatic
BENDIX, Seeing is believing.
NIW

STANDARD

An' Thr Raggedy Man. he knows most
rhymes
An' tells 'em. ef I be good, sometimes;
Knows 'bout Olunts. an' Grlffuns, ail'

MOBIL

Feb. 27 to Mar

GREAT OFFER GOOD FOR LIMITED TIME ONLY
Your HANDS! Your YOUTH!
Your HEALTH! Your CLOTHES!
All are now saved to you by
the amazing automatic Bendix.
Gone arc the tortures of wash
days—no more bending, lifting,
straining with water-rough red

Each year, in order to increase our ever-growing list of

bands. No more laundry bills.
Request 10-day free trial.
Are you troubled with rheu
matism? Arthritis? Sinus or
skin infection? Aches? Pains?
All of which are aggravated by
ordinary washing methods.
Then decide right now to
help yourself—accept our
special 10-day free trial offer.

■ves,

satisfied Aberlo-Trezur hosiery customers, one week is
set aside during which you can buy these quality stock

ings at special reduced prices.
A complete stock is carried in'sizes from 8'/C to 11 and in
De Luxe Model Ben
dix with gleaming

white cabinet, ideal
for flrst floor use.

both sheers and service weight. Most styles have exclusive
Aberle patented features. All are marked at decided
savings and, of course, come in the newest Spring shades.

It's your opportunity to stock up. Come in today.

Lie**—■

PHONE AT ONCE
POSITIVELY NO OBLIGATION^

Please send me

O*

/

centramU▲INE
powiBzCOAe
IMPAMY

W

I

f
I

f

•

Name.

Addr»M_

City., —

SILK

full particulars on
the automatic Bendix.

69c

STOCKINGS

$1.00

VESPER A. LEACH
SPECIALTY STORE
3RR M AIN STREET.
ROCKI .AND, MF..

An' the Squtdglcum-Squces at swallcrs
thersetvacs!
Ah', wlte by thc ■pump In our pasturelot.
Hc showed me the hole at the Wunks
Ls got,
'At lives way deep In the ground, an'
can
Turu Into me. er Llzabuth Ann'
Alnt lie a funny old Raggedy Man?
Raggedy! Raggedy! Raggcefy Man!

FULLER

W ednesday-Thursday

AS MAD AS
A RUN AWAY
MERRY-GOROUND!

BRUSH

BATHROOM SET
AT A

BARGAIN PRICE

The Year’s]

Gayest
Comedy

ef Leve

and Marriage I]

WAIT lit WANOER

Tbe Raggedy Man—one time when hr
! Wuz mailin' a little bow-'n" orry fer me.

Says "When you're big like your Pa la.
Air you go’ to keep a line store like
hla—
' An' bc a rich incrchunt an’ wear One
clothes?
Er. what air you go’ to bc. goodness i
knows!"
An' nen he laughted at 'Llzabeth Ann. |
An' I aays "'m go' to be a Ragged v
Man! I'm 1st go’ to be a nice Raggedy Man!"
i Raggedy! Raggedy! Raggedy Man!
By James Whitcomb Riley

• •
AU that stands between most
men and the top cf the ladder is
the ladder.
• • • •
A sweet little girl asked me tliis
question, “Why did Strawberry's
daughter look so sad?"
I could not think and she told
ine, 4'Brea use la-i unoiher gut into
a Jiun ’

•bum mo
IOBITTA

DAVID

YOUNG • NIVEN
HUGH HERBERT . Bill IF BURKE

NOW PLAYING
"I TAKE THIS WOMAN"
with
SPENCER TRACY
HEDY LAMARR

Strand 1

Showi Mat. 2.M, Evi. 1.30, sjo
rnntlnoous Saturday 2.00 ta 10.30
Sunday, Matlnw 3 o’clock

Tht complete set for
bathroom clean-s.
liness! BOWL BRUSH
for a clecAi, sanitary
toilet bowl. BATHROOM MOP.for
quick mopping about the floor. BATH
TUB BRUSH ... for easy cleaning offer
^boths ond showers.

NOWLOWIJT Ih’PIUCt
AGAINST ALL COMPARISON
1 . L. ( LARK
I’honc 431-W

93 Limerock St., Rockland
31-30 ail
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Every-Other-Day

Buick Roadmaster Performance Leader

MAINE IN WASHINGTON
From the Office of Congressman Ralph O. Brewster

Maine L»ads Maine scored hear. Democratic nomination by the tacilv this last week In Washington tics that have been followed by cer„ tain of the left wing intimates of
when two vacancies on the Tem- {he p,.esident in destroying every
porarv National Economic Oom mit- other prospect that showed up Howtee were filled by men from Maine, ever, time heals many things and
Senator White lock Senator Borah’s Politics makes strange bed-fellows,
place, which is no small compl' ^ent
Never was this resea.ed more
and Secretary of Commerce Harry clearly than when Jim Farley and
Hcnkin; designated Sn-nner F.ke ol Pal|l McNutt sat down to a quiet
lubec. a Maine Republican, as hi’ dinner the other night to compose
personal representative on
hi- the differences that had separated
super-committee of 1' member - that them for eight long vears The posmanv believe may furnish the ke" sibilltles of a McNutt-Farley comblto the economic trend in government nation must still be seriously condurlng the next decade.
sldered.
The committee has never soir ht
Rent bicars: Meanwi.le the Rethe limelight but under tlie very publican prospects have been strutable chairmanship of Senator O'MR- ting their stufT in all parts of the
honey of Wyoming has b en a cut.u- country and this oast week In Washlatlng data on American business ington. Ta.t is expected lo go into
and agriculture that will be invalu- the convention with the most deleable in the next few year
cates as a result of the delegates he
Politics’ Tlie opening scene- iu has been accumulating in the South,
(he vr-at ooitlcal battle of 1943 Dewey ls expected to follow, with
have now begun to unfold. National Vand’rbutg brimi? up the rear
committees of both parties have me: nf the three major contenders,
ln Washington to determine thc d“- Whether the leaders will form a
tails for the conventions
coalition ticket or whether a dark
The Democrats picked Chics-’ her - w 1! *mi:g? at they approach
and left the determination of the the home stretch remains to be de
date io -Jim” Far’.ev t' c chairman, termlned. Time magazine this last
which the Republicans intimated week picked Taft and Dewey as the
was another example of dictator- likely ticket but that must be conship or the inability to make uo sidered still in the realm of prop'-ecy
tl ell minds
F" ’’t,b'‘.csn s aU Conv-ntlcn: NaThe Republicans selected Phtla- tional Committeeman Linnell and
delphia. ’’The Cradle of Liberty.” State Chairman OCinnell discussed
and June 24 as the date. Jim in- details of the Republican State C'ntiniates a date a couple of weeks vention to be held at Portland April
, .
4th with the Maine delegation at a
‘ Mr. and Mrs. F. Harold Duhord o’ breakfast session at th- Mav.?ower
Waterville were here for the Dem- Hotel as the guests
Congressman
rratlc gathering and Hon William and Mrs Ralph O Brewster TOe..
S Linnell oi Portland and J Fred
onh^p"Tvnrk .«
O’Connell of Bangor were here for W Wadswor.h of New Yorkt as k
the Republican pow wow
note speaker leaving » Miss Mario,
Hon Marion Martin of Bangor Martin of th- Republican National
Republican National Committee- Committee the selection of a woman
woman irom Maine, makes lier head- speaker.
quarters here in Washington new as
Representative Wadsworh is on.
assistant to the Chairman of the Re- of the happiest selections hat could
publican National Commute- ir nave beer, made at this time as no
charge of women s work Miss Mar- one in Washington is better versed
tin has been making a most remark- in American diplomacy and prob
able record in organizing the women lems of national defense which a
ol the country and In her addresses, new off primary concern, Married
that have ranged literally from to the daughter of Jchn Pay. one o
Maine to California with a record the great Secretaries of State of an
o! 130.CC0 miles in the air
»*:ne Representative Wadsworth ha:
P t- dmtiai P
t; D n.: al been a student of interna lonal reoff the record President R osevelt i, lations th.owhout his life and yet
assuring callers that he will not be has no taint of what is commonly
a candidate for a third t-rm un'-’’ considered internationalism in hk
the Germans have the Allies on the make-up. His report as chairman
run in which event it might be of the special committee on "a’^al
necessarv for him to step in to stem defense constituted by the Repubthe tide This seems extremely un- licans of tne congress, is a ma«erl.
likelv to sav the least.
exposition of the problems of Ameri
nd various moves bc other Demo- 1 can defense for the western hemicrats of prominence are construed sphere It contains not one suggesas IndwaHng that a green light is tion of "collective security" or mnow beginning to show for the pro- ternational quarantines or measmotion of other Presidential csndl- ures short of war W
]
dacies. and these will shortly begin American concept of culture upon
to unfold
the Pe°Ple Europe or °f A*1*- or 10 |
Desperate damage has been done • involve and entangle Africa in
to the other possibilities for the guaranteeing the peace of the world.

WITH SIX NEW LINES of motor ears for 1940, Buick eovers more completely the market above I*,
low price field. Illustrated above la the new Series 70 Roadmaster, an addition to the line for next yea
and held to be the outstanding performance automobile in the Industry. The car hat a 141 h. p. motoi
and ia built on a 126-inch wheelbase ehatsit. Comoletety new streamline etvlinq features the 1940 cars.

I the Tall One as though she'd Just
got a college degree for exposing a
mysterious fact.
Tiie Short One gave a hoot. "This
A Short Story By
Charles Emery
one will—hee, heel’’
"Take it away, ordered the Tall
Tlie Tall One studied her reflec One of the saleslady.
tion in the long mirror and sighed
This time a triangular ornament
at the woman in it with the small was placed upon the Tall One No
flat hat cn her he.ad
one would have argued with the
"It’s rather different, isn’t lt?" designers tliat it was the most
she asked of the saleslady
original thing out now This one
Yes. said the saleslady, “it cer- <UMe8ted that it had
made
tainly is.1
irom a quilt and circling the utmost
"Yes," said the Short One. "Much
tip of it was an imitation of a fullytoo different, I fear."
pumped lnnertube.
"You don’t like It on me?" the Tall
Be kind of nice to drive around
One asked, looking at the Short One
in. wouldn t It? ’ asked the Tall One
’’Well." said the Shcrt One frank,
'Might come in handy; chuckled
ly. "of course opinions vary on such
the
Chort One, "if you had a flat
a thing, but it seems to me that by
going home and making waffles and
and dWn t have your spare "
•
We have oil
ell Irisvcle
kinds ol hats.*■’ ■<said
placing one your head ycu’d have
Ute
saleslady
in
a voice that might
somewhat of a duplicate
"Well," said the Tall One blunt- liaVe sald ralher- Good grief, are
ly. "If veu don’t like a thine vou’re we N*"* to have to flt >0J t0 evcr’
completely capable cif tearing a per- hal ,n the Place h*1®" wp m“l"

“Hats To You”

The Youth in Business
By C. E. Johnston
Dean, Schoolt of Buiintu
International Corrtipondtnct
Schoolt

HE youth In business, If he but
look about him will Snd many
opportunities to coneerve effort and
materials. Wasteful motions can
"hen be done away with and waste
products^ converted Into valuable

T

Lignin is an eaaniple of a waste
product made valuable. Chemists
*,*" te" yolJ tha’.
,a«5 ^orni
wood together. Each year pulp mills
wash out a million and a half tons
of lignin from wood cellulose and
the material is poured Into our
streams and rivers, contaminating
the water, destroying the fish, and
giving engineers al filtration plants
constant headaches.
Now young men In laboratories
have discovered that lignin can be
rec0\‘‘red b7 precipitating the prod
men will develop'*usefu^prodiMti

eon’s reputation all in pieces and so." a **!*?
which can be made from this ms—•he smiled at saleslady—"I guess
“No". said the Tall One. "don’t terial. Lignin la only one example
this one is out."
(bother Really. I Just thought of value'crea'ted
** *t0PPed ,nd

ou..- k,.

When the fire was at its height
_________________

‘

Well, don’t be going away." said something.
|
thc saleslady pleasantly. "We have
"Miracles have been known to
all kinds of hats. How about this happen. ’ admitted the Short One
I ..r\_
..
onf
°° -vou remember
asked the
The hat in question, held up for Tall One. disregarding that bit of
the TaU One’s inspection, was done sarcasm, "that old hat I wore three
10 “»'***" <* “ a‘rplane with a years agt^the one that was adjust-

while progress hts been made on
the lignin problem, thousands of
oth„r byproducts of coal mines, oil
wells, metal mines, and manufacturing enterprises are being cast on
the dump heap,
Opportunities for youths? Yes.
duurTt’nder your^W X of

bome^nat lajiie suggestion of a rud- able to any angle—that felt one?”
valuable aluminum, lf you could but
the merit system, for nomination der at the back.
7
1 The short One's nod showed that find an easy and Inexpensive method
and election procedures which lnThe Tall One placed lt on in such she did
of ’ePara,ln« the metal from the
degree of authority on many a per
sure the voter a real voice in public a manner that it did not completely ,
Well," said the Tall One as '>r°3*'___________________________
Owen
Tries
To
Size
Up
Sit

plexing problem.
affairs and for suffrage for the cover her head, being too far back thoUgh the word inspiration’ had '------------------------------------ ----------Rorkland League of
i “A favorite topie of hers was j
uation Now That Linnell
Women Voters
_
. _. j p
voung folks, and many evenings
District of Columbia. Mrs Field,
When she looked in the mirror
concocted
for her ..rve
Bangor student r inas £■*- we sat in the kitchen after her
Has Withdrawn
the former Miss Caroline Crosby, her smile was pleased. She turned an idea I think I’ll see if I can’t
-.ll.nl ^ukiert Fnr EssaV day s work was done and talked
I A meeting of the Board of thc daughter of Mr. and Mrs. John to the Short One, expecting great do that over in some way. There's
cellent Subject tor tssay
y0ung pfopJe and the many
For a Limited Time Only
The withdrawal of William S
of lne
the Minneapolis
milling uiu.gs.
things. "Well,
what do you think?
things that would accompany such ..
,Ar Rrnllh League of Women‘ Voters will be Crosby
vrosD> 01
--«mnpaP°"s mining
»
At North Haven
any amount of ways I could fix lt (
a discussion. It was hard for her L nnf"as a Cdn date or R pub held in the Senate Chamber of tne.i family, was the youngest woman she asked.
Editor of The Courier-Oazette:—
to accept the ways of modern youth Ucan nomination for Governor state House at 10 o'clock on Marchw ever to assume the presidency of
"You look." said the Short Ane. and make something out of it.' She
William H. Fish, student at but she was not by any means a creates a situation the reaction to 6,h Mrs Richard pjejd 0( the Na- the Mass. League of Women Vot- critically, “as though you were about turned to the salesladys with a lu- ,
Bangor
ld ,f<*ey
*?lch ‘V* l°° ear:y ,0 deter"un« ;tOnal Board will be present.
ers. and at one national League
take off. Have you got both minous smile. "You've been awful
League conBangor Seminary, having spent regret was °that
j sweet about this thing. And next
she could not point The candidates remaining are Fredthe summer in North Haven
u h m °Ul 10 y°Uknt f0Uk the *a- to e'ad* erick O. Payne, mayor of Augusta.. Mrs. Field of Boston. Massachu- "ntion she was the youngest state f"1 squarely on the ground?"
’ time I want a hat I'll remember to I
‘ A little more forward." suggested
telegraph operator, was asked to ,nany a heartache rather than to
qL-h^an Pre, setts, is chairman of the Depart- President present,
you ’ ’ "
A clean, smooth sheet, for busi
write a theme in his English course, have them leam by experience as
w £age o^saownegaii. wes
Qo-ernment and ltsODeraFor this role of youthful leader- the sale.<ady. Upping the hat over * sure and come
.,
,
. . ,. she had done
I Sumner Sewall of the Maine Sen- ment of Government and Its Operathe
Tall
One's
brow
before
site
could
ness
—for srhool—for typewriter.
which he did. taking for hls sub- j
Han ate and
t Fernald of Winter- |Uon of the National league. Under «hlp. she was prepared by a wellGLEN COVE
Ject his landlady at North Haven. for a basis of her philosophy, she por- These candidates will divide her direction fall thc fundamental rounded education in public affairs. do lt herself.
A daughter was bora Friday to
"Is that better?” the Tall One in
Following is the theme
was inclined decidedly towurd the
v
h otherwise would have League activities dealing with govprepared for college In Northquired. turning to the Short One Mr and Mrs. Charles L. Gregory at
-in answer to mv knock a widow romant,e. but she had definite
lernment structure: financing, and rop Collegiate School. She was
FOR 500 SHEET PACKAGE
Knox Hospital.
In her late 69 s, of medium stature, convictions about life which were
w i-mneu.
oraduated from Rm
in ia* again
with grayish hair and big. brown far more sound than those of many
At the present time. I don't think personnel, such as its campaign for graduated irom Bryn Ma»T in 1928
We Do Not Break Packages
"If making a landing is better
eyes
appeared on the doorw ay people who profess to be teachers anyone will question the statementj'
.
.——; - She studied one winter at the Uni“Spite," says Charles Dickens, “Is
than making a take-off, maybe tt
Mall Orders Filled—15c Extra
She
wore an expression which j jn human relations. She had a i that Mayor Pavne has the lead in i little closer to primary day than "rsity of Vienna, returning to
a little word, but it represents as
seemed almost to bear wonderment. flne memory for poetry.
I
^he mayor has beer, it is at present. There are still un- marT Richard H. Field, a Boston ls.” said the Short One ln a voice
After sizing me up slowly she con
M. impression of her was that
state and has spoken certain factors to be reckoned with attorney. Mrs. Field joined the that hinted that she wasn't partial strange a jumble of feelings and
to either motion.
compound of discords, as any poly
sented to let me have a room
perhaps she had forgotten much,
,
n„
t.
#
«
ROCKLAND, MAINE
"During the several months that mOre than I had yet learned, and j almost everywhere He has a good and one cf them is where the Lin- Boston League of Women Voters
’"Will you take___
it away, please?" syllable in the language."
1 spent in her home I came to j respected her much for the stand ; presence, is likeable, and has nell vote will go. I am not pre- and soon was asked to take direction Mjd tbe Tall One to the saleslady
understand this fine lady quite which she took on life—not aggres- created a good impression among pared to guess abcut that now. be- of the Department of Oovemment u.hom she did nM wgnl ^thdrawing
well. and it was not long before we sjve but humble and under
the rank and fUe. The last month cause I have not
been around and International Cooperation; the -,iane as unexpectedly as she had
were exchanging bits Irom our standing."
or so, I have asked people who are encugh since Mr Linnell's an- then she was chosen Its first vice put it in another position upon her
pasts. I learned from her, as well
• • • •
Let ’s Get Toget/ier
saleslady to do
as from the neighbors with whom
The landlady was Mrs. Mary interested in politics whom I have nouncement to get even a glimmer president She was also active ln head
I came in contact, much about her Brown who is spending the winter met, who they were talking about cf an idea as to who wlll get this the state League, and became Its s0 at least told the Tail One that
ii,e. She had been born and jn Camden with her sister, Mrs. In thelr localities for Governor. vote It ls very possible that the president After she completed her she had a right to expect when lt
brought up ln this same town and Carrie Frye,
Almost without exception the an way it turns may determine the presidency,
during which
she was being removed.
had Uved there most of her life.
swer has been "I hear Payne nomination. But the fact remains hrought into League councils many
-nie saleslady whipped it off and
•'Her husband whom she had
THE LOON FEATHER
s-poken of most frequently in my as I said at the start that the most young women whose scholarship with lt were lost a few hairs that
married in her early 20's had now
been dead some 15 years and she
section." Others who have been of the talk now is about Payne
and knowledge of public questions had been singularly deep-rooted in
A novel by Iola Fuller
had lived since his death mostly by
making the same inquiries tell me
Time will determine whether that proved of great value. She served the TVill One's head.
her own hands. It was a common
Harcourt Brace & Co., New York
they get the same answer. I said will be changed.
as finance chairman of the Mass. [ "Well,” said the Tall One.
task for her to collect the clinks
Tliis
is a flrst book by Iola Fuller, that this answer is almost without
Mr Linnell stated in his letter of League and as Campaign chairman
“Oh, don’t go away," urged the
and build a flre early each morn
ing. to say nothing of walking to ' and the fact that she was the win- exception. As far as I can recall withdrawal the reasons why he had of Greater Boston in the Expansion saleslady as if such a sin were
the only one coming to me oc decided to remove himself frcm Campaign. Some of the able ma- strictly unpardonable. "We have
curred the other day when a politi- the contest One was of course that terial developed by Mrs Field was everything in hats."
uncommon to see her mowing her intelligent minds to her work. The
cal leader in Aroostook county said he couldn t neglect hls business to iater used in Expansion Campaigns "No doubt. ’ commented the Short
lawn before the sun had la*ten UP story’ is built around the loon tribe of
that he didn t hear much talk give the time to making the kind the country over, and she presented Gh* briskly, "but what do you hapthe dew. She had adapted herself i
to many a manly task and was • the OJibwas Indians, and written about gubernatorial candidates up of a campaign that one must make the workings of the Greater Boston P*n 10 have in something? ’
quite independent of outside help. | with such keen and clear perception there. He said that there were if he is to succeed Among those campalgn tQ the Oenerai Council
During her question another
Curing the summer she pre- ( of Indian life and lore that lt carries quite a lot of Page voters there,' with whom I have talked there is of the Natlonal
of Women headpiece had been rested upon the |
Dared meals for as many as five the reader Qut
everyday mto
those who voted for the Skowhegan pretty nearly a unanimous agree- Voters
It
head
was ye ow and
or 1C boarders each day and kept \
J }
her house tidied and neat besides tbe deePenlng truths taught by the man last time he ran. This man i ment that the Portland man was
Three children caused the Fields «reen. The green section was a wide
Elie was a kind and motherly soul great out-of-doors through trees and did not say, however, that he better equipped to be Chief Execu| to choose residence in the hills of hr*"1 “nd the ydtow consisted of
and in spite of the necessity of sky and sun, moon, birds and all thought Page would carry the tive of the "State than any of the <7,
~
•“ “,c
built a three large imitation bananas on
cc unting her dollars with great | nature, until each character stands county.
: ctner candidates and this not to (
rare, she was generous enough to QUt
g
.
hu
modern house outstanding ln archi front.
Tlie candidates who have been say anything against them either,
give many a poor wayfarer a good
, ... .
;
J
"Like lt?" asked the Tall One of
tecture.
meal or help some pedler by buy- | part wltb sincerity and beauty or doing the most work of course are But it is also agreed that a candiher friend.
Mrs.
Horatio
Cowan,
Mrs.
Russell
ing some article for which she skillful meanness.
Mayor Payne and Senator Sewall. date cannot win under the primary
"It makes you look awfully hun
really had no use. She permitted j This historical drama transcends Each has been looking very sharply law, unless he is willing and able Bartlett, and Mrs. Jerome Burrows
gry ", said the Short One.
a young magazine salesman to do in depth of understanding any fic- after his canvass. Senator Sewall to go all over the State and make will attend this meeting.
a few menial tasks about the house |tjon thjs u
The saleslady threw the Short
has picked up a lot of support and speeches, and shake hands,
to pay for his meals and lodging.
_
,
..
.
One
a glance that plainly Inferred
UNION
“It had become the practice of years- The characters live in the those who try to size up the situa-! Another reason for Mr. Linnell’s
You’ll welcome our advice on lieating—once you’ve
that
she
wished the Short One had
W. C. Perry was a visitor Sat
salesmen, solicitors and travelers natural beauty of valiant heroes tion hereabouts allow that as it withdrawing and lt influenced him
Burned D&H Anthracite. In addition to the extra
to stop with her year after year, j that become your friends. Iola looks now, the nomination lies be- as much as the otlier ,was his fear urday in Appleton at the home of stayed out ln the other room and
and they knew that whenever Fulier is destuied to go far in the tween the Augusta man and the j that the multiplicity of candidates his sister who has been ill but is read all those lovely magazines that
comfort D&H Anthracite provides—you’ll like the
there was room they would never art of letters and Action. When one
were put there for waiting custo
Bath Senator.
j would result in the .nomination of a j improving
be turned away. The years had _ . ,
convenience of heating with an easily regulated coal
mers.
Each
is
very
decidedly
in
the
fight
person
who
couldn't
be
elected.
Vivian
Hannon
was
a
business
maft" h“r wise as one could easily ^nds "i reading, the historic name of
BUt
she
said
sweetly:
"Well
suit
and
will
be
up
to
primary
day.
j
There
is
this
danger
and
it
is
ap'
visitor
Friday
in
North
Union.
throughout the Winter. Why not call us today?
see in her judgment of folks. It Tecumseh, his mind lete go a thouw is not often she had a bad word sand memories of Indian love and There is no doubt either about the predated by Republicans all ever I Mr. and Mrs. Charles Esancy you both yet," adding in sotto voice,
The next try was a
for anyone, and was slow to romance of lost times. This great two candidates sticking it out.
, the State. I know that Mr. Linnell ' were guests Thursday at Carl Suke- “I hope . .
condemn.
very high thing decorated on the
Now what I have said about had hopes tliat when he got out one ! forth's.
chief, the father of the heroine
■THE FAVORITE PENNSYLVANIA HARD COALS?
"With a characteristic tilt of her
A. C. Burns visited recently in sides and ln back with a plentiful
head and a knowing or mischiev Oneta around whose life the rare Mayor Payne being picked as the or two others of the entrants would
supply of duck's wings.
ous look in her brown eyes, she pictures are drawn with sensitive leader, by this person and that follow him. “I guess there Is no J this vicinity.
PHONE 487
would neer over the top of her skill, and ability to hold the reader person, whom I have chanced to hope of that” he said to the writer j
‘ How’ll my public respond?" asked
__________ _
spectacles.
But even in this to the absorbing end.
K.S. F.
meet, does not mean of course that last week and of course there isn’t,
"You are growing into a nice Uttle the Tall One.
humorous manner she displayed,
____________
the nomination is assured to him. They will all be in it and may the fellow, and wlil be just like your
“HowU they be able to," asked
the understanding which lay with. .
"
.
the Short One, "when you begin to
in. Her experiences had been many
AlWays thlnk before y°u ac‘- bd‘ I don't know about that and I am best man win or words to that ef- lather
519 MAIN ST.,
ROCKLAND, ME.
and varied throughout her lifetime d°n't think too long about an- not even going to guess about it,. feet.—Fred K. Owen in the Sunday
"Yes—that’s what mother is alr&ld cackle to them?"
and she could speak with a large swering tntersting classified oilers. we can tell better when lt gets a 1 Telegram.
of."
"Ducka don't cackle," corrected
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